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Bids for local city council are announced 
□ Galen Ash, the form- 
er Bowling Green police 
chief, steps in the politi- 
cal ring for a bid at city 
council. 
By BRANDON WRAY 
The BC News 
With it being an off year as far 
as major races go, local city 
council races are taking center 
stage in Bowling Green. There 
are six council races in the city 
this year for four ward seats and 
two at-large bids. 
Each of the ward races have a 
democrat and a republican run- 
ning. In the at-large races there 
are two Democrats running and 
just one Republican. 
Al Baldwin, chairman of the 
Wood County Democratic Party, 
said that the council races wili be 
very interesting. 
"The Republicans in four of the 
five races are running candi- 
dates who are on the ballot for 
the first time," Baldwin said. 
"We have some newcomers, but 
we have several incumbents 
running also." 
In the 1st Ward race, the Dem- 
ocrats are pitting University stu- 
dent Shawn Luedde against Re- 
publican and fellow student Julie 
Meyer. The 2nd Ward has former 
three-term council member De- 
mocrat Patrick Ng against Re- 
publican newcomer Richard 
Schmidt. 
In what may shape up as the 
most Interesting race in the city, 
the 3rd ward has the popular 
former police chief Galen Ash as 
the Republican candidate against 
Sandra Wicks, owner of Call of 
the Canyon Cafe and Natty 
Threads. Democrat Barry Pier- 
sol, director of co-op education in 
the College of Technology takes 
on Republican Stanley Bortel in 
the 4th ward. 
Ash said he has has been work- 
ing hard on his campaign, his 
first venture into the political 
arena. 
"I have been out walking door 
to door talking to people," Ash 
said. "I've met (opposing candi- 
date) Sandra once so I really 
don't know what she's doing. I'm 
just trying to do my thing, I'm 
not going to change. If people 
like it we'll be successful." 
Ash said he has been happy 
with the reaction he has received 
to his campaign so far. 
Baldwin said that Ash and 
Wicks both are very involved in 
the community and it will be a 
race to watch. 
"Ash has some advantage in 
Hang time 
BC Ncwi Pholo by Jeremy Mart ir 
Andrew Bennelt, a senior biology major, goes up for a shot on the courts next to Harshman Quadrangle Thursday. 
Chapman redefines 
modern education 
Q Director of the 
Chapman learning 
community feels 
positive about the 
possibilities of edu- 
cational improve- 
ment. 
By MELISSA NAYMIK 
The BC News  
"Never doubt that a small 
group of thoughtful, commit- 
ted citizens can change the 
world; indeed it's the only thing 
that ever has." This quote by 
Margaret Mead is what Tom 
Klein, director of the Chapman 
learning community, focuses 
his life around. 
Klein began his teaching ca- 
reer here at the University in 
1971 when he was offered a job 
with the English department. 
In December 1996, he was 
asked to direct and create the 
Chapman learning community 
on campus. 
"1 saw this (Chapman learn- 
ing community) as a great op- 
portunity for educators be- 
cause we at Chapman are 
creating a college from 
scratch," said Klein. 
Klein views the college at- 
mosphere as the "humpty 
dumpty" theory. By that, he 
means education has been fall- 
ing apart over the last century, 
and Chapman is attempting to 
put It back together again in 
three ways 
One way revolves around the 
students and discipline system, 
meaning college departments. 
Both are becoming separated 
in today's learning enviorn- 
ment. In Chapman, different 
departments unite together to 
become one. 
The second way focuses on 
the relationship between stu- 
dents and faculty. Students and 
faculty need to interact with 
one another on a day-to-day 
BGNcwi Pholo 
Tom Klein, director of the Chapman learning community, talks to 
Davon Taylor (left), a freshman computer science major, and 
Mike Young, a freshman finance major. 
basis so students, and especial- 
ly first year students, feel a 
sense of care and support. 
The final way centers on how 
learning and the world are be- 
coming separated. Students 
must know the local and 
national communities in which 
they live. 
Klein believes he will have a 
profound influence on students 
in Chapman Hall. However, it 
is impossible to reach all stu- 
dents, especially if they are 
having a hard time adjusting to 
the Chapman learning commu- 
nity changing every day. 
In regards to the recruitment 
and retention problem on cam- 
pus. Chapman Hall is trying to 
• See KLEIN, page four. 
that he has served the communi- 
ty for many years as a police 
chief, but Wicks Is very well-k- 
nown in the business community 
and she is one of two female can- 
didates running," Baldwin said. 
Also on the ballot is a statewide 
referendum on Issue 2, which 
deals with workers' compensa- 
tion. Baldwin said that the re- 
ferendum is backed by the Dem- 
ocrats and labor movements. 
"Governor Voinovlch and the 
Republicans were able to pass 
legislation that severely limited 
benefits for workers injured on 
the job," Baldwin said. "Labor 
unions and many other groups 
were upset and they gathered 
enough signatures to get a re- 
ferendum on the legislation on 
this November's ballot" 
The issue should prove to be a 
hotly debated one according to 
Baldwin. 
"The Republicans and those 
opposed to Issue 2 have a lot of 
money from industry behind 
them because industry certainly 
doesnt want to see the issue 
passed," Baldwin said. 
Baldwin added that the bene- 
fits that workers receive do not 
come from tax dollars but from a 
governmental insurance fund. 
Election day is Nov. 4. 
Survey on drugs, 
alcohol released 
□ Results show that the 
University is above 
average in the number 
of students who drink 
underage and use illegal 
drugs. 
By SARAH BEDNARSKI 
The BC News  
The University Core Drug and 
Alcohol Survey, released last 
May, didn't surprise many Uni- 
versity officials, but they are 
looking at more effective ways to 
educate students about the dan- 
gers of substance abuse. 
The survey was distributed to 
893 students. Thirty-three per- 
cent of the students were fresh- 
men, 27 percent sophomores, 17 
percent juniors, 18 percent 
seniors and five percent gradu- 
ate students. 
According to the results, 81 
percent responded that they had 
participated in binge drinking in 
the past two weeks. 
Dr. Josh Kaplan, director of 
University Health Services, said 
81 percent of students under 21 
consumed alcohol in the last 
month. 
Kaplan said the results also 
showed that 38 percent of stu- 
dents have used marijuana in the 
last year and 20 percent said they 
were current marijuana users. 
He stressed students' percep- 
tion of other students' use of al- 
cohol and drugs is relatively 
high. 
"According to the survey, 97 
percent believe that the average 
student on campus uses alcohol 
once a week or more and 58 per- 
cent thought students used some 
form of illegal drug at least once 
a week," Kaplan said. 
The results showed that 47 
percent of students reported 
some form of public misconduct 
at least once during the past year 
as a result of alcohol or drug use. 
Thirty percent reported seri- 
ous personal problems at least 
once over the past year as a re- 
sult of alcohol or drug use. 
Though the results are not 
surprising, increased education 
is necessary to combat the prob- 
lem, said Jill Carr, associate dean 
of students. 
She said raising awareness of 
substance abuse starts with stu- 
dents. 
"The only way to go about 
changing this (trend) is through 
the empowerment of students," 
Carr said. 
Edward Whipple, vice presi- 
dent for student affairs, said the 
I University response to the sur- 
vey is more aggressive educa- 
■ tional programs and planning ac- 
• See ALCOHOL, page four. 
Homecoming week 
celebration begins 
Q Activities to promote 
school spirit will take 
place all week long. 
By MAUREEN BARRY 
The BG News  
The 1997 homecoming week 
celebration will kick off this 
Sunday, providing many oppor- 
tunities for students to display 
school spirit. 
The Street Painting Spirit 
Competition and a SK Fun Run 
will begin the week's activities, 
according to Heather Pestyk, 
1997 homecoming director. 
The street painting will take 
place on Ridge Street between 
Memorial Hall and Hayes Hall 
from 1p.m. to 3 p.m. 
Student organizations were In- 
vited to paint their name or their 
interpretation of the homecom- 
ing theme, Pestyk said. The cost 
is $10, which includes paint and 
paintbrushes. 
The theme, "BGSU ... There's 
no place like home," was chosen 
to incorporate both current stu- 
dents and alumni. 
"It's our home away from 
home," said Pestyck. 
The SK Fun Run will take place 
Sunday from 3 p.m. to S p.m. and 
begins at the Student Recreation 
Center. 
Homecoming king and queen 
elections will take place from 10 
am. to 4 p.m. Monday through 
Wednesday in the Union Mall. 
Students can vote for one of the 
IS queen or 10 king candidates 
with a valid University ID. 
According to Dawn Mays, di- 
rector of student activities, ap- 
plications to nominate a king or 
queen were sent to every student 
organization. 
Mays said the applicants were 
judged on their answers to essay 
questions, along with other 
criteria. 
Letters   of   recommendation, 
University  activities  and  com- 
, munity  involvement  were  also 
• See HOMECOMING, page 
tour. 
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Halogen lamps set the dorms on fire 
The colle ;<■ dorm Is a 
unlq 'ellvini arrangement In 
ourc ilture. 
Cooking is provided. If you 
try cooking anything on your 
own with a hotplate, micro- 
wave or toaster: you will be 
reprimanded, fined or killed. 
Furniture is provided. If you 
want furniture you can 
actually sit in comfortably, you 
must bring your own. If your 
furniture exceeds the 
comfortableness quota (I.e. a 
beanbag) you must hide it 
after using it. or you will be 
reprimanded, fined or killed 
(not necessarily In that order). 
If you bring your own 
uncomfortable furniture, you 
must buy a can of flreproofing 
spray to show your R.A. 
Almost no one uses the 
fireprooflng spray except to see 
what happens if you spray it 
on a fire. 
This is all so that at 1:30 
a.m. Sunday you can be 
awakened by the fire alarm. 
TOM MATHER 
Of course, you 
don't immedi- 
ately realize that 
it is the fire 
alarm. So at first 
you hit the 
snooze fifteen 
times before you 
realize. -Wait a 
minute. I didn't 
set my alarm clock to go off at 1:30 
In the morning." 
Even then, it is only the 
grumblings outside your door that 
clue you In to the situation. 
-#@,%A' fire alarm! If I ever 
catch the ®#*%!A® #%$*&®%s who 
did this. I'm going to ©)($#)» their 
@$$&'!@ right over their heads!" 
In the midst of this tense situa- 
tion, as a fire possibly rages all 
around you. your mind Immediately 
focuses on the issue at hand: 
"Okay, where are my sweatpants?" 
This Is all a result of something 
called habituation. After your first 
couple ci fire alarms, you come 
to realize that the It r alarm 
does not actually mi an there is 
a fire, unless you count burnt 
popcorn. 
You come to realize at 1:30 
in the morning that In reality 
the fire alarm means there is a 
drunk #$%&©*•# who thinks It 
Is %@'# funny to pull the fire 
alarm. Pardon my *%!•&». but 
I feel strongly about this 
situation. 
During a fire alarm, you 
can't help but feel less fear 
than when the cable goes out. 
(I have a theory that pulling the 
plug on the cable would empty 
the building quicker and easier 
than any series of lights, beeps 
and horns.) 
Indeed, most of the fear 
during a fire alarm results from 
knowing your room will be 
searched by the R.A. The room 
is quickly rearranged, albeit 
while everyone Is still half- 
asleep. 
"Quick, put the bean bag in 
the microwave and cover it with 
the toaster. I ' mi the halogen 
lamp on the i side of Ihe 
room to distra    ihem." 
In all fairness to the fire chief. 
I think everyone realizes that If 
there was anything resembling a 
real fire, we would be toast. 
Imagine the headlines. "Incense 
Burned. No Survivors." 
But since no one ever believes 
there is a fire, we all take our 
time putting on our sweatpants, 
tying our shoes and painting our 
nails. 
Okay, you got me. I don't 
always tie my shoes. 
Before the fire chelf Intention- 
ally burns my room to the 
ground as an example to others, 
branding me forever as "The boy 
who cried lire alarm." I thought 
as a service to the community, I 
would do my part to promote fire 
safety. 
For example, the latest craze 
in fire prevention is a ban on 
halogen lamps. To the average 
observer, the University has 
banned halogen lamps for two 
apparent reasons: they are 
bright enough to light up the 
whole room and the-     tve 
energy. 
But lo and behold, it turns 
out that the lamps also collect 
dust and have a tendency to get 
very hot. which can lead to fire. 
Let's see a real life example. 
Last year, my roommates and 
I purchased a halogen lamp for 
our room. The lamp had two 
basic settings. I) bright, or 2) 
sunspots. 
For six months we used our 
halogen lamp, problem free, 
saying to ourselves. "What fire 
hazard?" 
But then sometime in March 
the bulb burnt out. So one of 
my roommates bought a re- 
placement bulb. While purchas- 
ing a new bulb, he did not know 
what bulb wattage to get. 
Faced with either a 300 or 
500 watt bulb, he chose a 500 
watt bulb like any red-blooded 
American male. 
In college you learn the 
darndest things.  For example, 
after two weeks we learned that 
a halogen lamp made for a 300 
watt b'tlbcant handle 500 
watts lor too long without 
catching fire. 
One day ours did precisely 
that. The lamp began to smoke 
and eventually the wires melted 
from the bulb down to the on-off 
switch, which fell off. In an 
instant, we went from owning a 
very useful halogen lamp to 
owning a very attractive pole. 
So you see, these rules are in 
place for a reason, and fire 
safety Is an important issue that 
should be taken seriously. 
On the other hand, tornadoes 
are a lighthearted and fun topic 
that bring us such riddles as: 
What happens if there is a 
tornado the first Saturday of the 
month at 10:00 a.m.? 
No one knows, but the odds 
are good that you'll be repri- 
manded, fined or killed. 
Torn Mather is a columnist fot the 
News. Comments can be sent to 
matherWbgml.bpu.edu or to 210 West 
Hall. 
Letters to the Editor:' 
If you would like to submit a Letter to the Edi- 
tor, please follow these guidelines: 
• Make sure the letter is 500 words or less. 
Guest columns and longer unsolicited 
manuscripts are welcomed and will be 
considered for publication based on rel- 
evance and space available. 
Please include your address, major, aca- 
demic class and phone number (phone 
numbers are strictly for verification and 
not for publication). If you are not a BGSU 
student, please provide your position or 
affiliation with the University or the com- 
munity. 
• Letters must be typed, not handwritten. 
Letters brought in saved on a Macintosh- 
compatible disk are preferred. 
• Bring the letter to Room 210 West Hall, or 
e-mail us at bgnews^'bgnet.bgsu.edu. Be 
prepared to show valid identification. 
• Space limitations may prevent The News 
from printing all letters received. The 
News reserves the right to edit any and all 
letters. 
• Anonymous letters will be printed if valid 
idei tification is given and the editorial 
boai i deems anonymity is in the proper 
inteiests of the writer. 
The Editorial Board acknowledges all en- 
tries submitted for publication 
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In mourning, society shows its true colors 
.- On a dark day a few weeks 
;ago. John Rlley passed away. 
rrtiere was no fanfare, no news 
^coverage and no performance 
Iby Elton John at the funeral. 
'• On the same day. Diana, 
jPrtneess of Wales, was killed 
•during an unfortunate Incident 
•with the ovcrzealous media. 
• This event dominated every 
^waking hour of news coverage 
jfor days on end. There was an 
absurd amount of fanfare AND 
'a performance by Elton John 
St the funeral. 
'. John Riley was a simple 
ConstrucUon worker who 
worked his hands to the bone 
trying to provide for himself 
and his family. 
; whatever possessions he 
held In this world were earned 
from the sweat of his brow, 
and when he passed away,  his 
friends were there (o pay him 
the respect he was due. 
'Princess Diana was a woman 
who married into the lap of luxury. 
Seldom. If ever, was she seen 
without her host of bodyguards 
and servants. In each and every 
television appearance she was to 
be seen sporting the world's most 
expensive clothing and jewelry. 
Through the act of marriage, Diana 
was catapulted into the upper 
echelon of society and gained for 
herself every earthly privilege. For 
this she became a celebrity and 
when she passed on. the enUre 
world seemed to mourn. 
The discrepancies in the way 
these two human beings were 
mourned is Just one example of 
many horrendous discrepancies 
practiced in our culture when It 
comes to honoring those who have 
passed. As If a society which 
values the rich and famous over 
the hard-working and honest Isn't 
bad enough, the situation gets 
worse 
I pose to you a series of simple 
questions. How many times, before 
she passed away, did any of us 
have so much as one thought 
per month about Princess 
Diana? How many times was 
she so much as mentioned In 
passing by a news program 
which isn't a shameless tab- 
loid? 
How many times did Elton 
John re-work his masterpiece 
In honor of her philanthropic 
deeds while she was alive? 
The answer to these questions 
are simple, and they only point 
out the worst of all society's 
mistakes when it comes to the 
mourning process: people don't 
get their credit while they are 
still among us. 
After they are gone, on the 
other hand, they suddenly 
become geniuses and heroes. 
I pose to you another simple 
question. What does this world 
need more of —hard-working 
blue-collar types like John 
Riley, or extravagantly rich 
folks living In palaces who 
consider themselves to be 
"kings" and "princesses"? 
Again, the answer is simple, yet 
time and again great hoopla Is 
made when the rich and famous 
pass away and not a word Is 
spoken about the true heroes In 
Ufe. 
Granted. Princess Diana did do 
a lot to help the poor and 
suffering around the world. At 
the same time, she walked 
around In a multimillion dollar 
wardrobe. 
There Is a hypocritical paradox 
in the life of any celebrity who 
preaches about the plight of the 
destitute yet lives his or her life 
to a grossly extravagant extreme. 
I'm not trying to say the 
Princess was unjustly honored 
at her funeral. I'm sure she 
deserves at least some of the 
praise she received. The point Is 
that society more and more 
everyday shows the ugly face of 
» 
GUEST OPINION 
its warped priorities. The lavish 
celebriUes who merely speak on 
poverty are honored and cel- 
ebrated to Infinity. 
Meanwhile, the working stiff 
who spends his or her life 
laboring and who has had some 
actual experience with poverty 
someUme over the course of his 
or her life receives no wild 
accolades simply because he or 
she hasn't been deemed as 
"royalty." 
The hoopla surrounding the 
funeral of Diana just goes to 
show that respect in our society 
is unjustly meted out. Examples 
of this abound In every aspect of 
our culture. 
From poet Allen Ginsberg to 
musicians Jerry Garcia and 
Kurt Cobain to Mother Theresa 
and on and on people are 
Ignored by a majority of the 
population, despite their 
brilliant works of art or acts of 
kindness until they have passed 
away, at which point they are 
miraculously transformed into 
Idols. Everyone has heard the 
saying about the poet who died 
lonely and poor in the gutter. 
Unfortunately, this Isn't a fable, 
but a bltlngly true criticism of 
society. 
We need to shift our minds 
into gear when it comes to 
honoring those who have gone 
on before us. 
In short, credit for greatness 
should be given while the great 
person is still with us to enjoy 
the fruits of their labor, and 
credit should be given where 
credit Is due, not simply based 
on fame and privilege. 
Wesley Smith is a guest columnist for 
The News. Send comments to 210 West 
Ho/I. 
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FACT: 
Ratio of Americans earning less than $22,600 
lo those earning more than $246,000:40:1. 
FICTION: 
A BCSU degree guarantees you a financially 
worry free future. 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET 
A look at what some members of the community think about the issue of the day: 
Today's Question: 
"Where is the strangest place 





"The strangest place a 
friend of mine had sex 
was on the bunk below 




"A friend «f mine had 
sex in the \ ird of a 




"One of my friends 
had sex in the bath- 
roo n of a plane on th 





"In th • front seat of a 
car in my girlfriend's 
driveway. It was 
night, but her parents 
were in the living 




"A friend of mine had 
sex on a pool table." 
OHIO Weather 
Friday, Sept. 26 
AccuWcalhcr* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures 
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Sunny. High: 67. Low: 48. 
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ra E DAY 
"There seems to be a lot of percep- 
tion that there is nothing to do, in 
reality, students are lacking imagina- 
tion and initiative." 
Dr.Josh 
Kaplan 
Director of University Health Service on Core Drug and Alcohol 
survey revealing a large BCSU student substance abuse 
FRIDAY FILM 
9 
Just like most homework excuses. FRIDAY 
Have a good weekend 
is not ment to be taken seriously. 
PAGE THREE is intended as an irreverent look til the University. We •:! The BG News consider il an offbeat page where we 





Spirit Day Celebration (7 
a.m. -11 a.m.) 
Falcon's Nest. Student Union. 
Coffee/tea and coffee cake. Spon- 
sored by the Student Union and 
Continuing Education. Free 
Coffee Table Fundraiser 
(7:15 a.m. - 12:15 p.m.) 
Business Administration Building. 
Event runs Monday through Friday 
until May 15.1998. 
Kappa Kappa Gamma 
donation Booth (9 a.m. - 5 
p.m.) 
Education steps. Being an effective 
advocate in a learning community 
(9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.) 
Holiday Inn French 
Quarter, Perrysburg 
Symposium with Katherine Moore 
of Michigan State University 
followed by a retirement banquet 
honoring Audrey Rentz at 6:00 p.m. 
Cost is $45 symposium/ $65 includes 
banquet. Sponsored by Higher 
Education and Student Affairs. 
Registration is with Continuing 
Education 2-8181. 
Homecoming Sales (10 a.m. 
-4 p.m.) 
Education Building steps. Spon- 
sored by UAO 
Senior Portraits (10 a.m. - 6 
p.m.) 
Key Yearbook Office - 28 West Hall. 
Any senior graduating in December 
1997, May 1998 or August 1998 
should schedule an appointment. 
Senior portraits will be taken from 
10:00 a.m. thru 6:00 p.m. daily 
September 15 thru 26. The cost is only 
$6, and can be bursared. It takes only 
15 minutes and lasts a lifetime. Don't 
be left out of the 1998 Key Yearbook. 
For more information or to sdydule 
a sitting call 372-8086. 
Public Skating (12:45 p.m. - 
2:15 p.m.) 
Ice Arena. Cheap Skate. 
Cow Plop (3 p.m. - 5 p.m.) 
Field between Student Services and 
KreicsherQuad. Raffle Giveaway. 
What Explains the Decline 
in Welfare Caseloads (3:30 
p.m.) 
4000 Business Administration 
Building. Economics Colloquium by 
James P. Ziliak, University of Oregon. 
River Running and Rafting 
Trip (4 p.m.) 
North American River Runners. 
Exhilarating, two-day rafting 
excursion through Gauley National 
Recreation Area in West Virginia. 
Return at 3 p.m.. Sun. Fee. For 
information / registration, call 
Continuing Education, 419/372-8181 
The calendar of events is a service o/The 
BG News for the community. A more 
complete listing of these events can be 





SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 27 
10 PM-2 AM NO COVER 
aCMUNGGfQHCHO 
I Menu in Town I 
Sunday Full Liquor License 
Make Your Date Party Reservations Nowl 
<&& ULTIMATE^vim 
FALL SPECIAL- FIRST JUMP COURSE 
tlQv.vv PER STUDENT 
Visa & Mastercard Accepted 
Phone (419) 352-5200 
Bordner Airport 
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OMVM from slafl ana wire reports 
■ HOMECOMING 
1997 candidates announced 
The homecoming committee announced yesterday the home- 
coming king and queen candidates. There are IS queen and 10 
king candidates. 
The 1997 homecoming queen candidates are: Wendy Braatz, 
Tracy Boyarsky, Lindsay Brooke, Maria Delia Valle, Michelle 
Gerard, Sara Gielow, Kathleen McKnecl, Jeanette Oravec, Ju- 
lianne Patterson, Sandra Reynolds, Amy Schiller, Kristina Shel- 
don, Gina Staccone, Charlotte Wade and Kelly Zinn. 
The homecoming king candidates are Jason Armstrong, M. 
Ryan Cape, Kevin OeMain, Roger Gongos, Blair Miller, Brent 
Miller, J. Rob Petruska, Matthew Sturgeon, Matthew Squibb and 
Brandon Wray. 
■ SPIRIT DAY 
Spirit Day to be celebrated next week 
September Spirit Day will be celebrated Friday, Sept. 26 in the 
Union. 
The event will take place in the Falcon's Nest from 7 a.m. to 11 
a.m. Free coffee and tea will be offered. The event is co- 
sponsored by the University Union and Continuing Education. 
■ E-CHECK 
Former e-check tester sentenced to prison 
time 
AKRON - A former E-Check tester who solicited bribes to 
pass cars has been sentenced to a year in prison. 
James E. Thomas, 34, of Akron, pleaded guilty last month to 
two counts of bribery, two counts of tampering with records and 
two counts of forgery. 
Thomas was sentenced Wednesday by Summit County Com- 
mon Pleas Judge Ted Schneiderman. Thomas told the judge he 
regrets what he did. 
The crimes occurred at a testing station where Thomas 
worked as an inspector. Thomas was employed by Envirotest 
Systems, the company hired by the state to conduct mandatory 
tests to ensure vehicles comply with emission standards. 
Envirotest charges $19.50 for the test. 
A Cleveland television station videotaped Thomas accepting 
$70 from a woman whose car had failed the E-Check test. In re- 
turn, Thomas entered false data in the computer to pass the ve- 
hicle. 
The broadcast also showed Thomas telling an undercover em- 
ployee of the station to advise all her friends that he would guar- 
antee that their cars would pass the test if they would pay him 
$100. 
Continued from page one. 
considered in the judging pro- 
cess, Pestyk said. 
The homecoming court will be 
announced at the pep rally 
Thursday at 8 p.m. between 
Harshman and Kreischer Quad- 
rangles. 
Fireworks will be added to the 
homecoming celebration for the 
first time this year. The fire- 
works will follow the pep rally at 
9:30 p.m. 
ALCOHOL   
Continued from page one. 
tivities that involve more stu- 
dents. 
Carr said not only are students 
harming their bodies, but they 
also face serious consequences if 
caught drinking underage. 
If a student is caught underage 
drinking on campus they arc re- 
quired to attend "Perspectives," 
a class designed to teach stu- 
dents about the risks of drinking. 
The survey results, however, 
are not unique to the University, 
but are seen at many other 
schools across the country. 
Whipple said colleges every- 
where are faced with the same 
problem. 
He said he is concerned with 
the increase of substance abuse 
and underage drinking. 
The king and queen will be an- 
nounced at half time of the foot- 
ball game Saturday against 
Northern Illinois. 
All of these activities are of- 
fered for students to get involved 
and show school spirit, according 
to Pestyck. 
"It's a wonderful time to bol- 
ster and display school spirit," 
she said. 
Homecoming week will close 
on Sunday, Oct. 5 with an alumni- 
student golf tournament. 
"While all other colleges have 
this problem, statistics show we'- 
re above average and that con- 
cerns me," Whipple said. 
Attitudes and beliefs of stu- 
dents need to be looked at, Ka- 
plan said. Why students feel al- 
cohol is necessary is important to 
know, he said. 
"There seems to be a lot of 
perception that there's nothing to 
do," Kaplan said. "In reality, stu- 
dents are lacking in imagination 
and initiative." 
Whipple said they plan on 
working in conjuction with the 
city to offer students more non- 
alcohol related activities on 
campus. 
"I'm pleased with what we're 
doing and we want to continue 
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Albert changes plea to guilty 
The Associated Press  
ARLINGTON, Va. - After 
three days that put the details of 
his kinky sex life on trial, Marv 
Albert pleaded guilty Thursday 
to assault and battery charges 
that could bring him a year be- 
hind bars and perhaps a lifetime 
of humiliation. Within hours, 
NBC fired him. 
"rYom my point of view, I just 
felt like I had to end this ordeal," 
Albert said outside court in a 
weary voice after agreeing to a 
deal in which prosecutors 
dropped the more serious charge 
of forcible sodomy, which car- 
ried from five years to life in 
prison. 
Albert, 56, was accused by a 
longtime lover of flinging her 
onto a bed, viciously biting her 
back and forcing her to perform 
oral sex in an Arlington hotel 
room Feb. 12 because she failed 
to bring another man into their 
bed. 
His plea came a day after a 
surprise witness came forward 
with similar accusations: That 
Albert ~ wearing white panties 
and a garter belt - bit her on the 
neck and tried to force her to 
perform oral sex on him during a 
1994 struggle in a Dallas hotel 
room that left her holding the 
sportscaster's toupee. 
"The significance of that tes- 
timony is profound," Arlington 
County Commonwealth's Attor- 
ney Richard Trodden said out- 
side court, adding that the plea 
bargain was endorsed by Albert's 
42-year-old accuser. 
As he left court, Albert than- 
ked NBC for standing by him. 
But less than four hours later, the 
network issued a statement say- 
ing it had terminated its re- 
lationship with Albert. 
Albert, who for three decades 
has been one of America's most 
distinctive play-by-play voices 
with his exuberant "Yesss!"' call, 
later issued a statement of his 
own, resigning from the regional 
MSG cable network as the voice 
of basketball's New York Knicks. 
"I fully understand the position 
in which the networks found 
themselves due to my very pain- 
ful situation," Albert said. "In the 
interest of my family, my friends 
and my many supporters, I step 
aside with deep humility and will 
seek to reconstruct my personal 
and professional life." 
Albert's lawyer, Roy Black, 
said his client accepted the deal 
because the judge had gutted his 
case. 
"If all our evidence had been 
allowed, we wouldn't be in this 
position," said Black, who suc- 
cessfully defended William Ken- 
nedy Smith against a rape charge 
in 1991. "I thought it was the best 
way for Marv to end this matter." 
Under Virginia's rape shield 
law, the judge is allowed to bar 
evidence of a sex assault victim's 
past. The defense intended to in- 
troduce evidence that Albert's 
accuser had a pattern of threat- 
ening past boyfriends and that 
she was mentally unstable. 
In their biggest coup, defense 
lawyers played a tape for jurors 
Tuesday in which she appeared 
to coach and bribe a potential 
witness, a cab driver, into back- 
ing up her claim that Albert was 
trying to procure another man 
for three-way sex. 
As Albert made his plea before 
Circuit Judge Benjamin N.A. 
Kendrick, his family and other 
supporters sat stoically in three 
rows of the courtroom, showing 
no visible reaction. His fiancee, 
ESPN producer Heather Faul- 
kiner, sat with her hands clasped 
In her lap. 
Sentencing was set for Oct. 24; 
he could receive up to a year in 
jail and a $2,500 fine for the 
single misdemeanor count. The 
judge ordered a presentencing 
investigation. 
"Judge Kendrick is a tough 
sentencing judge in cases of this 
type," said Henry Hudson, a 
former Arlington County pros- 
ecutor and former U.S. attorney 
in Alexandria. "On the other 
hand, this is a first offender with 
a good record, except for some of 
the testimony that came out at 
trial." 
Library offers records and CD's for sale 
□ The Jerome Library is 
holding its annual fun- 
draiser Tuesday. 
ITHER By MELISSA REU 
The BC News 
Music enthusiasts will enjoy 
delving into boxes containing 
hundreds of antique records at 
the Jerome Library record sale 
fundraiser Tuesday, Sept. 30. 
"The selection is varied and 
eclectic. There are more Christ- 
mas records and Bill Cosby re- 
cords than you can imagine," 
said Sound Recordings Archivist, 
William Schurk. 
The fundraiser is held each 
year with the help of donations 
from students, faculty, collectors 
and Bowling Green residents. 
Items being sold are duplicates 
that are already available at Jer- 
ome, according to Schurk. 
Money collected from the sale 
helps to purchase new materials 
for the library. Any items that 
have not sold are donated to the 
Goodwill and the Salvation Army 
so that they can continue to work 
for nonprofit organizations, ac- 
cording to Schurk. 
"I collect a lot of albums from 
"70s rock bands. I go to find some 
rare stuff that I cannot find any- 
where else, and it is cheap music, 
too,"said junior Andy Treece. 
Prices range from 50 cents for 
LPs and compact discs to $3 for 
books. 
"There Is an active and very 
energetic crowd when we open at 
9 a.m. In the past there have been 
very long lines waiting to come 
in," said Schurk. "Some people 
come just  to  take  in  the am- 
biance. There are all  kinds of 
crazy items available." 
The sale features mostly LP"s, 
which were the original intent 
when the fundraiser began 12 
years ago, according to Schurk. 
Other items include original cast 
albums, soundtracks and early 
rock records. 
Pieces that Schurk does not 
feel will attract buyers he often 
trades with other libraries in or- 
der to Increase the selection at 
Jerome. 
Passed out already? 
—L~A  
Associated PITIB photo 
Ohio State University treshman Rachel McCloskey lays in the sun during the first day of classes 
Wednesday. 
KLEIN 
Continued from page one. 
take the lead in the process of 
helping students by providing 
them with caring, supporting 
faculty, which in turn will affect 
the entire Univeristy. 
"Students must identify with 
the supportive resources here on 
campus, such as the caring facul- 
ty, counseling services and office 
of academic affairs in order to 
succeed," said Klein. 
Klein quoted Robert Midden, 
associate professor of chemistry, 
saying "Here at Chapman, we 
help ordinary people become 
extraordinary people." 
CPR 
can keep your love alive 
DID YOU KNOW? 
About 75% of the 
water we use in our 
homes is used in the 
bathroom1. 
Sponsored by the Center for 
Environmental Programs 
and your Campus Recycling 
Program 
1 The Earthworks Group, 1989 
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Falcons outwork Detroit 
Q The Falcons control the game from start to fin- 
ish, winning in Detroit for the first time in six years. 
ByJIMTOCCO 
The BC News 
DETROIT - Bowling Green's 
men's soccer team asserted its 
dominance Thursday afternoon 
over a Detroit-Mercy team that 
has beaten BG in the Motor City 
each of the past two years. 








Ryno goes out 
asaunnner 
In his final game at Wrigley 
Field Sunday, Ryne Sandberg 
lined a sharp single to left field 
in the bottom of the fifth in- 
ning. Then, to a raucous ova- 
tion, he left for a pinch runner, 
never to play in Chicago again. 
The Wrigley crowd refused 
to let him fade into the seren- 
ity of the dugout, beckoning 
him with its cheers and 
screams. He obliged, stepping 
onto the top step and doffing 
his cap to his fans. 
But that wasn't enough. The 
throng who had come out to 
the final Cubs home game of 
the year didn't want to let 
Sandberg go just yet. The 
cheering continued, and the 
second baseman came out one 
more time. 
Sandberg will play the final 
game of his illustrious career 
Sunday in St. Louis. He is retir- 
ing after spending IS years in 
a Cub uniform, and last Sun- 
day was Chicago's chance to 
say goodbye -- and Sandberg's 
chance to say goodbye to Chi- 
cago. 
And yet his triumphant exit 
from the game was still over- 
shadowed. The Cubs hit three 
home runs in the fifth inning - 
one each from Lance Johnson 
and Mark Grace, the batters 
before and after Sandberg, 
and one from Dave Hansen -- 
against National League 
strikeout king Curt Schilling to 
break open a close game. 
Sandberg's final at-bat became 
merely a footnote to the in- 
ning. 
And that's the way he would 
have wanted it. Sandberg 
never wanted to be the center 
of attention. He only wanted 
his team to win, and he would 
do whatever it took to achieve 
that. 
Sandberg did have a power- 
ful stroke - he leaves the game 
with the most home runs (275) 
ever as a second baseman - 
but he was especially adept 
at pushing the ball toward 
right field to advance the run- 
ner. 
He wasn't the flashiest glove 
man around, but his .989 ca- 
reer fielding percentage ranks 
as the best in baseball history 
among second sackers. 
And he wasn't the most visi- 
ble star in the Major Leagues - 
most years, he wasn't even the 
most visible star on his own 
team -- but the city of Chicago 
has not loved a baseball player 
this much since Ernie Banks. 
Sandberg has said his only 
regret Is that he was never 
able to bring a World Series to 
Chicago. The Cubs were close 
- In 1984. Sandberg's MVP 
year, they were one game 
away and also reached the 
National League Champion- 
ship Series in 1989. But many 
of his Chicago teams were 
under .500. 
Yet as the Hall of Fame be- 
gins drafting the inscription 
on his Induction plaque, Cub 
fans - all baseball fans - re- 
gard Sandberg as one thing: a 
winner. 
The Cubs, mired in one of 
their worst seasons in the last 
two decades, ended up winning 
Sunday 11-3 over Philadelphia. 
Sandberg came up with the 
Phillies in 1981 before being 
traded to Chicago the follow- 
ing January. A love affair be- 
tween the city and the man be- 
gan the next season that has 
never ended. 
• See McMAHON, page six. 
overwhelming portion of the 
game, en route to a 3-0 victory. 
"We did a nice job of sharing 
the ball, as far as spreading it 
around," said BG coach Mel Mah- 
ler. "We did a very good job of 
controlling the ball." 
Despite spending most of the 
first 20 minutes in Detroit's half, 
BG didn't strike a goal until the 
17th minute, when sophomore 
Bobby Biggs took a pass from 
Nick Kolliniatis and squeaked 
the ball past UDM goalkeeper 
Jim Grewe. Dan Kindl was cred- 
ited with the second assist. 
Detroit fended off BG from 
that point until the second half, 
when Kolliniatis buried one in 
the lower left coner of the UDM 
goal. He was assisted by Jay Be- 
gan. 
BG goalkeeper Scott Willow 
received the secondary assist on 
the goal, the second of his colle- 
giate career. His first assist 
helped a game winner in over- 
time in his first collegiate game. 
Referee Zekai Akbay kept a 
quick whistle most of the time, 
calling a total of 54 fouls - 29 on 
BG and 24 on Detroit. However, 
he missed an obvious handball in 
the first half that UDM defender 
David Stankovich almost caught 
in the goal box. 
• See OUTWORK, page six. 
Kemp traded to Cavs 
The Associated Press 
Shawn Kemp's saga in Seattle came to its expected conclusion 
Thursday night. 
In a blockbuster deal coming only a week before NBA training 
camps open, Kemp had his trade demand fulfilled when the Se- 
attle SuperSonics made a three-way deal with Milwaukee and 
Cleveland, sending Kemp to the Cavaliers in a swap also involv- 
ing All-Stars Vin Baker and Terrell Brandon. 
The Sonics will receive Baker from Milwaukee; the Bucks will 
get Brandon and Tyrone Hill; the Cavs will get Kemp from Seat- 
tle and Sherman Douglas from Milwaukee. The Bucks also will 
get Cleveland's first-round draft choice in 1998 if it doesn't fall 













BG needs quickstart against KSU 
Scott Brown's Pick 
Kansas State 31-10 
Q The Falcons can't af- 
ford a sluggish opening 
as they battle another 
top 25 team. 
By SCOTT BROWN 
The BG News 
The Bowling Green football 
team has dug itself an early rut 
the last three games, having been 
outscored 52-3 in the early going. 
The Falcons have come back to 
win two of those games in dra- 
matic fashion. 
BG would like to avoid another 
slow start, though, this week as 
they travel to take on No. 18-ran- 
ked Kansas State (2:10 p.m. EDT, 
WBGU-FM) Saturday in the "Lit- 
tle Big Apple" of Manhattan, 
Kan. 
The Falcons have fought back 
to win after trailing 14-0 against 
Miami and 21-0 against Akron 
already this year. Even in the 
44-13 rout against Ohio State, the 
Falcons were down 17-3 early but 
battled back to within 17-13 at 
one point. 
"We have to come out with fire 
in our eyes," said quarterback 
Ricky Schneider, who takes over 
for the injured Bob Niemet as the 
starter this week. "We can't 
stumble in the beginning like we 
have lately. We have to come out 
and score some points and get up 
quickly." 
Schneider, a redshirt fresh- 
man, helped spark the second- 
half comeback against Akron 
after taking over for Niemet. 
Niemet, who suffered a concus- 
sion after a hit against the Zips, 
is traveling with the team and 
will be available in an emer- 
gency. 
Judging on Schneider's per- 
formance against Akron, the Fal- 
cons don't expect to lose much of 
a step. 
"What  we liked about Ricky 
BG Newi Photo by Jeremy Martin 
The Falcons invade Manhattan, Kan. Saturday to take on the 18th-ran- 
ked Wildcats. Redshirt freshman quarterback Ricky Schneider will get 
See QUICK, page six.    his first start of the season as BG has been decimated by injuries. 
Netters seeking continued success 
□ The Falcons are look- 
ing to carry momentum 
from last week into their 
home invitational. 
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM 
The BC News  
The Bowling Green women's 
tennis team has started off on the 
right foot. 
Now it hopes to stay on that 
same foot as it hosts the BG Invi- 
tational Saturday and Sunday. 
The Falcons went 14-10 in sin- 
gles matches and 10-4 in doubles 
matches, good for an unofficial 
third-place finish, among 14 
teams at the West Virginia Invi- 
tational on Sept. 12-14. 
BG hopes to ride that momen- 
tum, along with the return of one 
of its stars, to another successful 
showing this weekend at Keefe 
Courts. 
Falcon coach Penny Dean is 
glad to announce the return of 
the 1996-97 Mid-American Con- 
ference "Newcomer of the 
Year," Deidee Bissinger. Bis- 
singer sat out the West Virginia 
Invitational recovering from 
mononucleosis. 
Bissinger will be playing in all 
doubles matches but just one 
singles match, in order to take 
precautions against possible re- 
lapses, according to Dean. 
She will be paired with Abby 
Bratton in doubles play. 
"That's a boost for the team," 
Dean said. "She's happy." 
Despite the success of the dou- 
bles teams, Dean will be testing 
new combinations. 
"We're looking for solid teams 
with good chemistry by the time 
we go into January," Dean said. 
"They'll probably switch all fall. 
It's too early to determine how 
each person will develop." 
Besides Bissinger, Erika Mix 
and Rachel Hepner will see their 
first action of the year in the 
tournament. This will also be 
Hepner's first match on the col- 
legiate level. 
Toledo, Eastern Kentucky and 
Xavier will provide the oppo- 
sition. 
Of the four teams according to 
Dean, the Rockets are the most 
experienced team. Their No. 1 
player Is freshman Sarah Little 
from Centerville. 
The Colonels and Musketeers 
have young teams. Xavier lost its 
top three players from last year. 
The tournament consists of 
eight single flights and four 
doub\ flights. Match play begins 
at 10 a.m. on both days. There 
will be two singles rounds and 
one doubles round Saturday and 
vise versa Sunday. 
Dean returns to practice 
Dean missed practices all of 
the previous week due to unex- 
pected surgery on Sept. 16. She 
returned to practice Wednesday. 





Falcons place well at West Vir- 
ginia 
BG broke in several new- 
comers at last weekend's invita- 
tional, and the results were pleas- 
ing. 
"The team did real well over- 
all," BG senior Jenny Cheung 
said. "The doubles teams placed 
in every flight. That's tough to do 
for first-time doubles teams." 
The teams of Bratton-Beth 
Wilson and Kelly Dredge-Alicia 
Vassas were runners-up, while 
the teams of Tracy Howitt-Erica 
Wasilewski and Jenny Cheung- 
• WHAT: 
Falcon women's tennis 
hosts BGSU Invitational 
• WHEN: 
Saturday and Sunday 
• WHERE: 
Keefe Courts 
Meghan Rhodes took consolation 
match titles. 
In singles action, two fresh- 
men, Bratton and Wasilewski, 
saw action for the first action at 
the A flight. 
Bratton won her first two 
matches before losing in the 
third round. 
"I was happy with how I per- 
formed," Bratton said. "I didn't 
• See MOMENUTM, page six. 
Successful road trip 
important for Falcons 
□ Despite playing les- 
ser foes, BG needs vic- 
tories against MAC 
rivals. 
By RYAN JOHNSON 
The BC News  
If a team wants to win a league 
title, it's going to have to take 
care of business away from 
home. 
The Bowling Green volleyball 
team will attempt to do that this 
weekend when it travels to Mar- 
shall and Ohio 
University. BG 
(9-4, 2-0 Mid- 
American Con- 
ference) will 
take on the 
Thundering 
Herd tonight in 
Huntington, 
W.Va. and the 
Bobcats in 
Athens on Sat- 
urday. 
Marshall and Ohio are in the 
MAC's East division, along with 
the Falcons, and are the first in- 
tradivlslonal opponents BG will 
VanDeWalle 
face. 
"It's a big weekend because 
we're starting play in our divi- 
sion," BG coach Denise Van De 
Walle said. "It will be great to be 
able to go down there and get two 
wins on the road." 
The Falcons have had success 
on the road this season, with sev- 
en of their nine victories coming 
away from Bowling Green. 
Marshall (4-9, 0-2 MAC) and 
Ohio (3-9, 0-2 MAC) have both 
gotten off to a slow start this 
season and are currently sharing 
the bottom spot in the MAC 
standings. Despite the contrast in 
directions between the first- 
place Falcons and their weekend 
opponents, Van De Walle is cau- 
tious to not underestimate their 
potential. 
"These are two schools that are 
desperate for a win and could 
come out and do anything," Van 
De Walle said. "They'll be fired 
up, but we need to come In just as 
intensely as they will." 
Marshall returns all six start- 
ers from last year's 21-13 team 
that won the Southern Confer- 
ence. With Marshall in its inau- 
gural season in the MAC, the 
Thundering   Herd  and  Falcons 
i llevball 1 
• WHAT: 
Falcon volleyball at 
Marshall and Ohio 
• WHEN: 
Friday, 7 p.m. 
Saturday, 7 p.m. 
• WHERE: 
Friday — Huntington, W.Va 
Saturday — Athens, Ohio 
tend with," Van De Walle said. 
"But our main focus is still on 
our side of the net. Right now we 
need to concentrate more on 
passing the ball well to set up our 
offense instead on what other 
teams are doing." 
Like Marshall, Ohio enters the 
weekend struggling. The Bobcats 
have lost nine of their last 10 
matches and are ranked last in 
the MAC in kills and assists. OU 
is also last in the MAC with a 
dismal .143 kill percentage BG 
has had its way with Ohio in the 
• See ROAD, page six. 
The BG volleyball team swings east this weekend for a pair of games 
against intradivisional foes Marshall and Ohio. BG, tied for first in the 
MAC East with Miami, looks to stay on top of the division as the Red- 
Hawks play the same two teams. 
.; 
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OFF THE FIELD 
Jamie Eshleman • Women's Soccer 
Full name 
Jamie Lynn Eshleman 











Vacaville High School 
Career Highlights 
Team ranked first in league Junior and senior 
years ... three-year letterwinner ... one of top 
scorers on team. 
What is your favorite pregame meal? 
Spaghetti 
Who la your hero? 
Mia Hamm 
What is your favorite BG nightspot? 
Tuxedo Junction 
What is your favorite movie? 
Grease 
McMAHON 
Continued from page five. 
After Harry Caray belted 
out the last note of "Take Me 
Out to the Ballgame" during 
the seventh inning stretch, a 
spirited ovation arose from the 
Wrigley bleachers and spread 
throughout the park. The 
crowd wanted to see Ryno one 
more time. 
He stepped out of the dugout 
one final time to honor his ad- 
mirers. In a simple display of 
respect and gratitude, he 
raised his cap to the crowd for 
his ultimate curtain call. Then 
he stepped back into the du- 
gout and left Chicago for good 
-as a winner. 
QUICK 
Continued from page five. 
rattled and stepped up," BG 
coach Gary Blackney said. 
"When things were defended 
downfield, he was able to take the 
backs underneath. 
"It took us a long time to get 
(1995 graduate) Ryan Henry to 
do that and it's taken three years 
to get Bob Niemet to do that." 
The Falcons won't approach 
the game with any kind of a 
different plan with Schneider at 
the helm instead of Niemet. 
"Ricky is probably not as good 
an athlete as Bob in terms of raw 
athletic ability, but he's an excel- 
lent athlete," Blackney said. "He 
runs the bootleg and runs some 
option, so we'll be able to do the 
same things with him that we do 
with Bob." 
Niemet's isn't the only injury 
on the banged-up Falcons. De- 
fensive linemen Dan King and 
Dana Johnson are out, as are 
wide receiver Jeremy Dusho and 
safety Morty Bryce. 
The losses of King and Johnson 
Schneider is he stood in there 
with a lot of poise and didn't get 
might prove to be damning for 
BG, considering that Kansas 
State's mammoth offensive line 
averages 314 lbs. to a man. 
Based partially on that statis- 
tic, Kansas State is a 28 point 
favorite. 
"I   think   we   have   a  better 
chance to beat these people than 
we did at Ohio State, but it will 
take a supreme effort," Blackney 
said. 
Kansas State has won at least 
nine games per season in each of 
the last five - one of only six 
schools in the country to do so. 
Nebraska, Ohio State, Florida, 
Penn State and Florida State are 
the other five. 
The Wildcats (2-0) are ranked 
No. 18 in the nation. 
One reason for Kansas State's 
success, however, has been its 
schedule - or lack thereof. BG is 
KSU's third straight Mid- 
American Conference opponent 
this season - Northern Illinois 
went down 47-7 to start the 
season, while Ohio gave the 
Wildcats a scare before losing 
23-20 two weeks ago. 
"I think their linebackers are 
good and their secondary is very, 
very good," Blackney said. 
"They run extremely well in the 
secondary." 
Against that defense - con- 
sidered by many among the best 
in the country - Schneider leads 
a Falcon offense that will not 
have Damien Plan (ankle) but 
does have Leon Weathersby back 
after he missed the Akron game. 
"I'm just filling in for Bob," 
Schneider said. "His head is still 
a little woozy from the concus- 
sion, but he'll be the starter 




19001 North Dixie Hwy/"^ 
(2 mile* North of B.G.) 
Bowling Green, OH 
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Call Rusty Kieffer at 419- 353-1420 
BG anxious for Indiana race 
□ The Falcons' week- 
end meet is important 
for several reasons. 
By JASON McMAHON 
TheSC News 
The Bowling Green men's 
cross country team travels to the 
Indiana Invitational this week- 
end, for only its third meet of the 
season. 
Yet BG coach Sid Sink speaks 
of the race with a sense of ur- 
gency befitting a late-season 
meet. 
"This race couid be a race 
where things start turning 
around for us," Sink said. "We 
can't go there and fall apart." 
The Falcons will be competing 
on the same course as the Nov. 15 
District IV meet. Sink thought it 
was important to get a sneak 
preview of the course, though he 
anticipated the Falcons would be 
in a more competitive position 
than they are right now. 
"It's a very competitive meet. 
It may be pretty tough for us at 
this point be- 
cause we're 
struggling," 
Sink said. "Be- 
fore the season, 
I thought we'd 
be running bet- 
ter at this 
time." 
BG is coming 
off last week- 




Brodt Invite, where the Falcons 
were soundly whipped by Cin- 
cinnati. Division III school Ash- 
land also upset BG. 
However, the Falcons had per- 
formed respectably the week be- 
fore against Ohio. 
BG's runners will be travers- 
ing a 10,000-meter course at In- 
diana The NCAA District meets 
and Championship meet are also 
contested over 10,000 meters. 
Sink  stressed  the  virtues  of 
running a 10K before the District 
meet. 
"I'm one of the few coaches 
who like to run a 10K during the 
season," Sink said. "A lot of 
coaches don't for some reason. I 
think it's very important to run 
one during the season. 
"It's still not completely 
different than an 8K It's a little 
tougher, a little more mentally 
demanding." 
The Falcons have been instruc- 
ted to run as a pack through the 
first 3,000 meters. Sink is hoping 
that approach will curtail any 
overly ambitious starts, and will 
help the runners when they begin 
to struggle. 
"It really does help the team 
members run when they run 
together," Sink said. "We're em- 
phasizing that. Basically, the 
team really needs to pull 
together that way." 
Western Michigan ~ a team 
Sink is anxious to compete 
against   -   is   the   only   Mid- 
• WHAT: 
Men's cross country at 
Indiana CC Carnival 
• WHEN: 
Saturday, 11:15 a.m. 
• WHERE: 
Bloomington, Ind. 
American Conference team 
competing at Indiana. However, 
BG won't be short of rivals. 
Cincinnati will be there, and 
the Falcons are looking for a bit 
of redemption after what the 
Bearcats did to them at the Mel 
Brodt. 
"The telltale tiling on this meet 
will be how we do as compared to 
Cincinnati." Sink said. "They just 
clobbered us last weekend. If we 
are closer to them, then that will 
help things." 
Falcons ready for Ball State rematch 
O The BG women are 
seeking a measure of 
revenge against their 
MAC rivals. 
By JASON McMAHON 
The BG News  
Missy Lyne did not hesitate for 
a second when asked what the 
Bowling Green women's cross 
country team's goal was for this 
weekend: beat Ball State. 
The Falcons will get their sec- 
ond crack at their Mid-American 
Conference nemesis Saturday at 
the Miami Invitational in Oxford. 
The Cardinals upset BG two 
weeks ago at a triple dual. 
Lyne, a senior co-captain, will 
be helping direct a team that's 
not at full strength. The Falcons 
are without coach Steve Price, 
who is recovering from cancer 
surgery a week ago - though he 
returned to practice Wednesday 
- and junior Wendy Licht- 
Ordway, who is missing the meet 
to attend her brother's wedding. 
Volunteer assistant coach Todd 
Black, aided by Lyne and junior 
co-captain Jessica LaFene, is at 
the helm for BG. Men's coach Sid 
Sink, who has handled many of 
MOMENTUM  
Continued from page five. 
know what to expect. Once I got 
out there, I felt comfortable." 
Wasilewski won the consola- 
tion flight after losing her first 
Price's duties lately, is in Bloo- 
mington, Ind. with his team. 
Licht-Ordway has finished 
among BG's top three in each of 
the Falcons' first three races, and 
her absence could be key as BG 
tries to exact some revenge 
against Ball State. 
"We're all gonna really need to 
step up a notch and give it a little 
more heart and more guts," Lyne 
said. 
Last season, the Falcons fin- 
ished second at the Miami meet 
to perennial Big Ten power Mich- 
igan. The Wolverines decided to 
attend a different invitational 
this year, leaving the top spot up 
for grabs. 
Ball State enters in Michigan's 
place this year, and LaFene noted 
the Cardinals are just as impor- 
tant a rival as the Wolverines. 
"(With Ball State competing), 
that means we have to step it up 
especially," LaFene said. "We 
have to race hard and show them 
that we want to be No. 1 in the 
MAC." 
Lyne, however, said that an- 
other loss to Ball State - as long 
as it comes at Miami rather than 
later in the year - wouldn't 
necessarily spell doom for BG. 
"If    we   beat    Ball    State 
match to West Virginia's Elli Ear- 
les, whom she had previously 
faced in junior tournaments. 
"I was happy to do as well as I 
did," Wasilewski said. "(In col- 
lege), it's more of a team game." 
• WHAT: 
Women's cross country 
at Miami Invitational 
• WHEN: 
Saturday, 10:45 a.m. 
• WHERE: 
Oxford, Ohio 
tomorrow and not beat them at 
the MAC, then it doesn't mean 
much," she said. 
BG is also looking forward to 
seeing the host school. The Red- 
Hawks were picked to finish sec- 
ond in preseason MAC polls, two 
spots ahead of the Falcons. 
"They're a MAC team and we'- 
re definitely anxious (to run 
against them)," LaFene said. 
Miami appeared to be a strong 
team this season, returning No. 1 
runner Melissa Mayers. The jun- 
ior advanced to the NCAA Cham- 
pionships as an individual last 
season. However, her status for 
BC Newi Pholo by Jcrtmy Mania 
Junior Wendy Licht-Ordway will 
be missing from the Falcon line- 
up as BG competes in the Miami 
Invitational. 
Saturday's meet is in doubt. 
"We just have to run hard no 
matter who's there," LaFene 
said. "She's just another person 
to try and beat, but she's a great 
runner." 
ROAD  
Continued from page five. 
manding 34-7 record against the 
Bobcats. 
With  the   Falcons  tied   with 
Miami for First place in the East, 
this weekend is even more im- 
portant as the RedHawks are 
making the same trip as BG. 
Miami will play at Ohio on Friday 
and at Marshall on Saturday. 
OUTWORK   
Continued from page five. 
The foul total is by far the Fal- 
cons' highest of the year. 
BG added padding to the vic- 
tory with 6:19 remaining, when 
Darren Nilcs scored, assisted by 
Bobby Biggs and Chris Kraft. 
The Falcons had a chance to 
tack on another goal later in the 
game, when Kraft was brought 
down  in  the  penalty  box  and 
Brett Strang lined up a penalty 
kick. Grewe made a fantastic 
save to keep the score at 3-0. 
BG controlled the game to such 
a degree that it outshot the Ti- 
tans, 20-6. They also had eight 
corner kicks to Detroit's one. 
"Mid-week games are very 
difficult," Mahler said. "You 
have class half the day, and then 
get on the bus and come to De- 
troit, and we've lost the last two 
times we've come here." 
The Falcons, after two strong 
wins, now feel that they are play- 
ing near mid-season form. 
"We're improving," Mahler 
said. 
The booters may get a break 
from the tough schedule and 
have a chance to fatten up 
against Eastern Illinois on Satur- 
day. El U entered the week at 0-7. 
"They're a good team," Mahler 
said, expressing surprise at 
EIU's poor record. "They played 
us well last year, and they've al- 
ways had some good players, and 
they had a good recruiting class. 
So I don't know if they've been 
decimated with injuries or what, 
but I anticipate that to be a good 
game." 
BG beat EIU 2-1 last year in 
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Vanilla still is 
the man 
For many people certain 
songs bring back memories of 
past years, whether it is 
happv or •■.id Connecting 
with a song or even an album, 
is very common, and it has ,i 
habit of opening up long- 
fogotten thoughts. 
But, as our generation grows 
older, more and more memo- 
rable M»ngs become engraved 
in our minds. Yet, if their was 
one song that could identify 
with us (college students), no 
matter what genre of music 
you prefer, it would be, the 
incomparable, "Ice Ice Baby". 
Call me nuts, yeah the song 
i-. cheezy, but think about it 
for a second. Whether you 
hate it or can't get enough ot 
it, "Ice Ice Baby" is a song 
nearly everyone knows by 
heart. It doesn't make sense 
why this one song has 
outlasted time, but that 
shouldn't be a reason to 
ignore it. 
On more than several 
Ot t .isions I have observed 
large numbers of people (over 
60 to give you a number), 
spewing the lyrical sheet to 
this hip, hip song. Vanilla Ice, 
a one album wonder, created 
this masterpiece of pulp that 
has grown through the years. 
After its release in 1990, "Ice 
Ice Baby" rose threw the 
charts as many of those horrid 
songs did back in the early 
1990s. Though some of you 
ma) vet be to young to enjoy 
Vanilla just yet, it is the song 
of appreciating your youth. 
For most, "Ice" brings back 
\ i\: I memories, bul also <> 
little bit more than that. It is 
Something I have grown to 
respect (the song, not Vanilla) 
and to relate too. "Ice Ice 
Baby" is a rite of passage for 
people our age. It reminds us 
of what we've come from: the 
transition of high school to 
college and even maybe a real 
Continued on Page 8 
"We're a mixture of what we all grew up playing. We ingest it -- and then we blow it out our noses." Bassist 
John Fahnestock speaking about how his band, "Snot", developed their own unique musical sound. 
1st of a 3 part series: Music Stores in BG 
Part 1: Mad Hatter brings unique style for students 
J.J. Siegal 
The BG Entertainer 
Madhatter Music Co. is a 
music mecca to some, but 
unfortunately a virtual un- 
known to others. Although the 
store is nearly a decade old, 
many BGSU students have 
never heard the name Madhatter 
or have the desire to wander 
inside. 
For those who have not yet 
experienced the store, it can only 
be said that those people are 
missing out. 
Started by owner Bill Hanway 
and manager Jim Cummer, 
Madhatter was established with 
CHUMBAWAMBA 
Chumbawamba 
excels in quest for 
the right sound, 
with the help of 
genuine lyrics 
Tom Denk 
The BG Entertainer 
There's a new song well on 
its way to radio overkill, and 
it is called "Tubthumping" by 
British rockers 
Chumbawamba. 
For us Yankees, 
tubthumpers are orators, 
ranters, ravers and soap-box 
speakers, usually fighting 
exploitation by the wealthy. 
"Tubthumping" fits this 
very mold, with its lyrics 
boasting, "I get knocked 
down. But I get up again. 
You're never gonna keep me 
down." 
Although probable overkill 
will ultimately attempt to 
destroy this song, it keeps 
getting better with every 
listen, especially after the 
lyrics are deciphered. 
Don't dismiss 
Chumbawamba by their odd 
name, they're a band who is 
making the music industry 
recognize their innovative 
sound. They've been making 
ripples on the other side of 
the Atlantic for some time, 
and with "Tubthumping", 
they are becoming a smash 
here. 
"Tubthumping" is the first 
single released from 
the collector in mind. Located at 
143 E. Wooster St., the store 
packs itself wall-to-wall with 
music memorabilia that cannot 
be found much anywhere else in 
Bowling Green. 
At the back of the store is a 
variety of vinyl records, while 
the front of the store boasts rare 
CDs an ' bootlegs. Also in the 
front are numerous used CDs. 
Buyers can find t-shirts, posters, 
magazines and calendars 
surrounding the perimeter of the 
shop. 
All these items distinguish the 
uniqueness of Madhatter. 
Chumbawamba's latest CD, 
Tubthumper. This 12-track 
release continues the band's 
tradition of blending subver- 
sive lyrics with intense, 
eclectic music. Tubthumper 
is an dazzling blend of jungle, 
hip-hop, rock 'n' roll, trum- 
pets, harmonies and hymns. 
Chumbawamba has eight 
members, and 
After "Tubthumping", the 
album explodes with "Amne- 
sia", "Drip, Drip, Drip", and 
"The Big Issue". Tubthumper 
then becomes more dance- 
edged with "Good Ship 
Lifestyle" and "One by One", 
before reclaiming it's rock tip 
with "Mary, Mary" and 
"Creepy Crawling". The 
album's last awesome groove 
is "I Want More". 
Chumbawamba melds 
lyrics dealing with 
homelessness, the Liverpool 
Dock Workers Strike, refusing 
Catholicism, and economic 
policy into the rock dance 
grooves of Tubthumper. 
Although Tubthumper has 
just been released in the USA, 
it's not as originally intended. 
The sleeve was supposed to 
include pictures, quotes, 
explanations and comments 
on all their songs. Unfortu- 
nately, problems with USA 
copyright law forced 
Chumbawamba to release the 
CD without most of these 
intentions. 
Instead, the band decided 
the information can be easily 
found by fans on their 
Internet site, the First Church 
of Chumbawamba 
(www.chumba.com). Here 
fans can read the band's odd 
world view, where they even 
advocate stealing their CD's 
from large music chains such 
as Wal-Mart or Tower. 
Tubthumper contains much 
more than the usual pop- 
garbage that's blown up on 
Continued on Page 8 
According to Cummer, the store 
is a creation of the heart and not 
the pocketbook. There is no 
consultation on charts or sales 
figures, just a love of musical 
artistry. With this in mind, the 
customer seeking the latest 
Mariah Carey single might have 
better luck elsewhere. 
I'idepende t labels and local 
bands are what Madhatter is 
attempting to make more visible 
and available. Many CDs carried 
at the store come directly from 
independent distributors and 
record companies. 
As for local bands, M.ulh.ilter 
helps create more awareness of 
the local music scene. It has 
hosted shows with WBGU and 
sponsored a stage at the recent 
Black Swamp Festival. In fact, 
the name Madhatter came from 
a popular BG bar band from the 
1980V 
Recently, the growth of local 
bands has been the strongest 
since the 1980's. It will be no 
doubt that Madhatter will 
ensure the scene continues to 
flourish. 
Photo by Ann* Striker. C jra Slater (left) and Jon Lipper (right), look around 
Madhatter Music located on East Wooster street. 
Lyrical Myrical developing local buss 
performer Jason Woodward, is 
causing quite a stir on local 
radio stations with his sure-to- 
be-hit single "Ride With Me." 
The cover of the maxi-single 
sets the listener up for a Barry 
White-like musical performance, 
and the music that follows 
delivers. The song, and subse- 
quent b-sides "This is How We 
Chill", "Passenger Seat" and 
"Luxury", are quieter perfor- 
mances with the beauty of the 
Continued on Page 8 
Robert Szorady 
The BG Entertainer 
The smooth low rumble of 
pristine bass. The groove of 
interlocking drums, percus- 
sion and synthesizer. These 
are the sounds of cool hip- 
hop, • vb, whatever you call 
it. Or you could dispense 
with the labeling and call it 
what it is: great music. 
In a manner reminiscent of 
Percy Sledge or Ben E. King, 
Lyrical Myrical, the nom-de- 
plume of local songwriter and 
George Clooney and Nicole Kidman (above) star in "The Peace- 
maker", which opens in theaters around the country today 
Oasis Struggling to 
Appear in America 
Bad boy English rockers 
Oasis face stringent drug 
tests and questioning by 
immigration officials 
before they are allowed 
in the U.S. They are 
booked to appear on 
Letterm.m, SNL and on 
HowarG Stern. The 
bombshell was dropped 
on the band after guitar- 
ist Noel Gallagher said 
taking drugs was "as 
normal as a cup of tea." 
Greatful Dead to Re- 
Unite for New Year's 
The surviving members 
of The Grateful Dead have! 
revealed they will reunite 
for a gig on New Year's 
Eve 1999. The San Fran- 
cisco reunion will celebrat4 
the opening of their on- 
line museum Terrapin 
Station, named after a 
favorite Dead song. To 
help raise the money for 
the project, the band is 
releasing a three-CD set 
this week called The Terra 
pin Station. It is only 
available by phone order 
and through the Internet. 
Spielberg Feels Heat 
From Envirionmental 
Activists 
Steven Spielberg bowed 
out of the premeire of his 
company's first feature 
film because he didn't 
want to face 
envirionmental protestors 
The opening of "The Peacej- 
maker", turned sour when 
50 banner-waving people 
protested Spielberg's plan 
to build a studio complex 
on Los Angeles' last re- 
maining wetlands. No- 
body at Dreamworks SKG 
would comment on the 
protest. 
U2 Plays Discount Show 
Irish rockers U2 played to 
a crowd of 45,000 in 
Sarjevo Tuesday night. 
The group slashed prices 
to $11 a ticket to make 
their show affordable to 
the people in the war-torn 
land. Said Bono at the 
show, "To be united is a 
great thing, but to respect 
differences may be a 
greater thing." 
tl 
Take part in Homecoming's Campus Adopt-A-Block project 
on Wednesday, October 1,1997. Clean-up from 5pm to 
6pm Volunteer Party 6pm - 7pm. Free Pizza & Pop! 
BGSU...There's no place 
like a CLEAN home!!!" 
All Campus Organizations are welcome!! Must 
sign up at UAO office at 330 Student Union by 
12 Noon, Tuesday, September 30, 1997!! 
For more Into. Call 372-2343 
RUN FOR THE 
—FUN OF IT! 
Homecoming 
5k Fun Run 
It's FREE! 
Sunday. Sept. 28 
3-5PM 
* Meet at the Student Rec Center 
Register Sunday afternoon before the run! 
For more info. Ceil 372-2711 
•   \ 
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Music College festival to get underway 
BOWLING GREEN. OH: 
Bowling Green State 
University's Festival Series, 
celebrating its 18th season at the 
College of Musical Arts, will 
offer five concerts as part of its 
1997-98 subscription season. 
The series will open on Oct.7 
with a return performance by 
the Turtle Island String Quartet, 
a distinctive ensemble that 
reflects the influence of jazz, 
blues pop and bluegrass. Since 
its creation in 1985, the group 
has invented its own diverse 
musical world with appearances 
ranging from concert halls and 
fine arts centers to intimate jazz 
clubs and outdoor festivals. 
Touring has taken the group to 
Europe, Japan and Southeast 
Asia, South America and 
Canada, with appearances on 
■ "CBS Sunday Morning" and 
:"The Today Show". The quartet 
first appeared on the Festival 
Series in 1992 with Dr. Billy 
Taylor. 
Appearing on Nov. 17 will be 
saxophonist Joshua Redman, 
bassist Christian McBride and 
drummer Brian Blade, who will 
present an evening of eclectic 
jazz. 
Since winning first prize in 
the 1991 Thelonious Monk 
Institute of Jazz saxophone 
competition, Redman has been 
in the jazz world. In 1996, the 
"Jazziz" Reader's Poll named 
him the top tenor saxophonist 
of the year, and his album, 
"Freedom in the Groove," 
debuted at number one on the 
Billboard charts. 
McBride was chosen the 199(» 
New Artist of the Year by both 
"Down Beat's Critic's Poll and 
JazzTimes"' Reader's Poll. The 
24-year-old is considered to be 
one of the mosl Impressive jazz 
bassists of his generation. He 
has worked with, among others, 
Wynton Marsalis, Freddie 
Hubbard and Chick Corea. 
Blade, a long-standing 
bandmate of both Redman and 
McBride, has appeared with 
such noteable artists as Kenny 
Garrett, Harry Connick Jr., Joni 
Mitchell and Pat Metheny. 
Praised for his rhythmic skill 
and musical sensitivity. Blade 
has gained a reputation as one of 
the hottest drum talents in the 
world. 
The Festival Series continues 
on Dec.3 when, as part of a 
three-day residency, thi- Si 
Louis-based vocal octet Pieces of 
8 will present the Louise F. Re- 
Memorial Concert. 
The a cappella group is 
known for creating a kaleido- 
scope of sound with razor sharp 
vocals. The singers, with their 
repertoire of contemporary and 
, tassicaily influenced songs, 
have performed nationwide. 
During 1996, the ensemble 
appeared at New York City's 
Lincoln Center, Birdland and 
Museum of Modern Art. and on 
the "The Today Show." 
All Festival Series perfor- 
mances begin at 8 p.m. in 
Kobacker Hall of the Moore 
Musical Arts Center on the 
Bowling Green campus. 
Series subscription prices 
range from $50 in the balcony to 
$80 for seating on the main floor 
and $110 in the mezzanine. 
Ticket rates for students are $40, 
$65 and $90. Tickets can be 
ordered by calling the Moore 
Musical Arts Center box office at 
(419)372-8171. 
"Bid Blue Hearts" has the riaht combination 
Br ruion W ay 
1.    BG Entertainer 
With a sound resembling Chris 
Isaak and a lead singer who 
sounds like Elvis, how can you 
go wrong? 
For Big Blue Hearts the 
ingredients came together and 
the band has spent the last year 
touring to get their mix of 
rockabilly and seductive white 
soul to a broader audience. 
Paul Zarich, drummer for the 
San Francisco band, said that 
audiences across the country 
have reacted well to the band's 
music. 
"We spent the summer open- 
ing for Joe Walsh and the crowd 
was really into the music 
wherever we went," Zarich said 
in a phone interview from the 
road, somewhere near the Texas 
border in Tex-Arkana country. 
"People are really great in these 
towns. Some crowds are familiar 
with us and some are not." 
Zarich said that he has noticed 
that people know the band's 
music more now that their single 
"Nobody Wants Her" has gotten 
some airplay on college and 
commercial radio. 
Big Blue Hearts' self-titled 
debut album has been selling 
consistently Zarich said. The 
second single "Story of my Life" 
Is due to be released soon. The 
disc's standout track, the opener 
"Live without Your Love", has 
not been released as a single yet 
and so far there are no plans to 
according to Zarich. 
Zarich said the band's sound, 
which really, really, resembles 
Chris Isaak, has always been 
with the band since it started in 
the fall of 1995. 
"We have always has the same 
sound, which we like to call 
'early rock n' roll' instead of 
rockabilly," Zarich said. "Each 
member comes from different 
musical backgrounds but this 
sound is just kind of natural for 
us especially with David's 
voice. " 
Lead singer David Fisher is the 
band's main songwriter and 
lyricist. Fisher just started 
writing music two years ago but 
has really grown and found that 
he has a talent for song writing 
that he didn't know about. 
"It's not necessarily about the 
words, it's how you sing the 
words," Fisher said. 
Fisher said he always wanted 
to be in a band and knew that he 
had to find a career in music 
somehow. 
"I've wanted to be a rock 'n' 
roll singer since the second 
grade," Fisher said. " When I 
was growing up in Virginia I 
was a total Kiss freak. I've 
always loved the larger than life 
persona a band has to offer." 
Fisher perfectly fits the image 
of the dominant, intriguing lead 
singer. Women 
are sure to love his voice just like 
Chris Isaak with his voice has 
his pick of Hollywood's starlets. 
Fisher decided to head to Los 
Angeles because he would have 
a better chance to find a band. 
After paying his dues there he 
made his way to San Francisco 
where he met up with Zarich 
and they eventually found 
guitarist Jamie Scott and bassist 
Michael Anderson. 
Zarich describes the sound 
that the four produce .is having 
a dark side, but a good dark 
sidi'. 
"It's a cool dark, not a depress- 
ing dark. It's a darkness thafs 
intriguing, kind of haunting and 
mysterious," Zarich said. 
Zarich said the band's home- 
town of San Francisco is thriving 
with bands right now. 
"A lot of Bay Area bands have 
gotten signed recently including 
the Mommyheads, " Zarich said. 
"I 've heard that the well is kind 
of going dry because a lot of the 
really good bands were signed 
and are recording in L.A. now. 
The hottest band there right now 
is Vinyl." 
The band was headlining club 
dates in the states before the Joe 
Walsh tour and will continue to 
do so in the fall. In October the 
band will take their American 
music to Europe. Zarich thinks 
the I' ind will do well in Europe 
because it will bo something 
differ*   I tot the people there. 
After that the band will start 
work on their follow-up album. 
/.inch said the band already has 
^2 songs written that they will 




continued from page 7 
radio. It's moving, innovative, 
amazingly powerful and dan- 
gerously catchy. America has 
been slow to grasp rock laden 
dance bands (Chemical Brothers, 
Prodigy). Tubthumper may be 
the CD which finally closes the 
s-ip- 
Although radio stations will 
try to knock down this CD, it's 
just too good nut to get up again 
Jamie Scott, Paul Zarich, David Fisher and Michael Anderson form 
"Big Blue Hearts" a Geffen Records production. 
DELIAS TOUCH OF 
BEAUTY 
1084 S. Main 
(419)353-4211 
Hails. 
$25 Full set $15 Balances 
fiberslass & acrylic nails 
w/ Hope or Char 
 «xp.?/3Q/?7  
Tanning Booth & Bed    ■ 
13 Visits for $25 ! 
& 2 free visits w/ packase     \ , 
. ?*p.- ?13?IV. :: e.Ti 
Hair 
$5 off Color and perms 
$2 off Haircuts w/ Char 
9/30/97 
MUD TUG 1997 
nBO Sunday Sept. 28 1:00 p.m. 






• Beaded/Hemp Jewelry 
• Imported Cigars • Clove 
Cigarettes • Incense • Unique 
Candles • Glass Curios .Tapestries 
• Stickers • Posters 
• 20CU Tees 
445 E. Wooster 
(At the railroad tracks) 
Mon-Satll-9 Sunday 12-6 
352-3306 
CD Reviews: Descent Smoking - 
Popes and horrid Brendan Lynch 
Darren l.iderbach 
The BG Entertainer 
The punk-pop Smoking Popes 
have done it again: they've 
eleased a moderately interesting 
ilbum, "Destination Failure." 
•lere is yet another alterna-punk 
ilbum, with a little bit more 
inesse than most of the 
jowerchord-laden mush. Which 
sn't to say "Failure" is mush. 
Mor is it a failure. The Popes 
lave adeptly melded singer Josh 
Caterer's melodic swoons with 
he band's raucous, heavy guitar, 
iroducing a sound all their own. 
The problem is, the sound is 
arried throughout the album, 
ong by song. I didn't know 
vhat song I was listening to at 
ill times ... they kind of melded 
ogether and all sounded alike. 
k> if you're looking for a forty 
ninute song, the Popes are the 
ludesforyou. The shining 
noment on the album is a 
surprise to hear. "Failure" hosts 
he song "I   re Imagination" 
rom ihe film "Willy Wonka and 
he Chocolate Factory," one of 
his writer's favorite flicks (1 
ilways though! Gene Wilder 
vas a bit scary, i.iough). All in 
ill. Smoking Popes have put out 
i listenable album in the form of 
Destination Failure," the 
ollowup to their '95 release 
"Bom to Quit," but I'd suggest 
getting it on cassette or record- 
ing it off a friend. 
Brendan Lynch. Brendan 
Lynch. Nope. I Cun't think of 
anything nice to say about that 
one. My mother always told 
me, "Darren, if you don't have 
anything nice to say, don't say a 
thing." Sorry, Ma. I don't know 
what drug this guy was on or 
just how drunk the guy who 
signed him was. Now, my 
editor wants me to make this 
funny. But nothing's funny 
about Brendan Lynch's self- 
titled debut. To put it bluntly, 
it's pure garbage. The guy 
comes across as a self-absorbed, 
pompous "tragic artist" type, 
with no respect for lyrics. It's 
horrid. He has lyrics such as 
"I'm sorry Elvis never found the 
exit\but booze and uppers ain't 
for breakfast." As a lyricist, he 
has NO redeemable qualities 
Amend that: As a musician, he 
has NO redeemabl ■ qualities. If 
you buy this album, please, 
please buy it to burn. If I could, 
I would establish an interna- 
tional boycott to save the world 
from this atrocity. Buy it and 
burn it! Unite! Unite! Unite! 
ii Ice Ice 
Baby" 
continued from page 7 
world outside BG. 
For me, the song reminds me 
of eighth grade and our high 
school football team (Revere 
High - for my classmates that 
were able to escape). That year 
our team was incredible, blow- 
ing away nearly every oppo- 
nent. Well, before each game I 
would somehow always here 
"Stop caliberate and listen" 
(starting lyrics of the song - for 
those who've been in a coma). 
And at the infamous middle 
dance, a classmate of mine, had 
shaved "V.I.P" in the back of his 
head. 
Fast forward to 1997. 
Just last weekend, during a 
party I was throwing, I threw in 
"To the Extreme" just for fun -- 
knowing exactly what to expect. 
Nearly everyone was singing 
and dancing with ease and those 
who didn't sing, still knew the 
song, but were too embarrassed 
to sing. 
I don't know, maybe I would 
have gotten the same response if 
I would've put Snow's "In- 
former" on. 
Lyrical Myrical 
Continued from Page 7 
music, at times approaching the 
grandeur of The Fugees. This is 
absolute perfect music for 
slowing things down a bit, 
whether just mellowing out by 
yourself or with that special 
someone. 
What's the story behind this 
terrific single? Katrina Reese, 
A&R Coordinator of Myrical 
Records, explains, "Jason startec 
out performing in junior high 
and high school talent shows." 
She said Woodward saved 
money and recorded, "This is 
How We Chill". With that 
success, he saved more money 
and ventured to the studio to 
record two songs at a time. The 
label sent out many promotional) 
copies of the single, and now thi 
song is the highest ranked song 
on 88.3, Toledo's popular urban 
station. 
"It was a lot of work, but it 
was all worth it." said Reese. 
This maxi-single is incredibly 
wonderful. The band lyrically 
buries million-selling contend- 
ers like Bone Thugs N Harmony 
with great lyrics of love, dreams 
and prosperity. 
Could Lyrical Myrical become 
the next musical sensation? 
Almost certainly, but only time 
will tell. 
Cinemark Theatres 
H CINEMA 5 ZT'a 
' 11234 N. Main St. 354-0558 
The Peacemaker (R) 
4:10 7:00 0:40 
The Game (R) 
4:20   7.-05   9:50 
We* Craven'* Wishmait (R) 
5:05 7:15   9:25 
>' II      -■■—-—— I*. m 
The Edge (R) 
5:00 7:25 10:00 
h&Out 
530 745 10.10 
Box Office opens at 4:00p.m 
n.i/ii ilie.HIc 
' 127N.Ma.n. B.G. * 353-1361 










Moo- Tours 7.-00 
Sat M 2:0 7:00 S :3 M(
Everyone's Welcome to 
Happy Hour's at Junction 
>n Fri. 9/26 from 6-9.Com 
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9 PREFERRED PROPERTIES 
[   Ainerka* Heart M) 
A«ocialioa.^^  I 
Tackle one of the best apartments in Town 
Extra Spacious Living • Awesome Locations • Exceptional Amenities 
FOX RUN • HAVEN HOUSE • BIRCHW00D PLACE • PIEDMONT 
Close to Campus-Large Bedrooms-Furnished/Unfurnishsd-Appliances 
Bath S 1/2-X-tra Storage-Sound Conditioned-Gas-Heat-Off-Street Parking 
See us for other locations:  1 Bdrms, Efficiencies, Small Building Twinplexes. 
Downtown Loll Apartments, 2.3, t 5 Bedroom Houses. 
Come See Us For A Full Listing of Locations and Properties 
Preferred Properties      530 S. Maple St. 419-352-9378 
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"Wonderful!"        4.5 
E4VPPB^9           - ** -'  
Listen to WBGU 
Sat. Sept. 27th 
FALCON FOOTBALL 
Pregame starts at 12:00p.m. 
Falcons vs. Kansas State 
Game Starts at 1:00 p.m. 
**' Live on WBGU 
*«. 
# WBGU 88.1 
Bjork 
Homogenic 
Since going solo, Bjork has 
covered mucn musical ground. 
With "Homogenic", instead of 
redifining her style and experi- 
menting further, she lands on one 
style and perfects it. 
The songs on Homogenic are 
almost all emotional ballads; 
Bjork sings her precious heart out. 
Few songs are catchy, most are 
quite out there, but all are nearly 
breathtaking. 
Above the flawless fusion of 
thick orchestration (yes, live 
strings) and the repetitive blips 
and thumps of electronic beats are 
Bjork's most insightful, honest 
lyrics (I've been watching people 
and I can sincerely tell you I like 
them"). 
Every song has Bjorkian epipha- 
nies, either subtle eruptions or 
emotional temper tantrums to 
match the feelings of angst, love, 
loneliness, ect. she is communicat- 
ing in her songs. 
Bjork gets you all worked up by 
her sad songs only to tell you its 
going to be okay with they 
world's sweetest lullaby ' all is 
full of love", the album s closer. 
Homogenic means Bjork likes 
people enough to rip tneir hearts 
out, and patch them back to- 
gether. Homogenic also means 
you can't pick a favorite song. 
And it confirms the belief that 
Bjork is from another planet. 
Stereolab 
Dots and Loops 
Stereolab doesn't defy labels, 
they fit them all - sort of. They're 
a pop quintet from France- part 
electronic, part quirky rock and 
jazz, part fun and part dead 
serious. 
From their roots as a clever indie 
rock band, Stereolab has pro- 
gressed by adding electronic 
breakbeats, catchy brass horns, 
tight strings, vibraphones and 
unusual song structures. 
The lyrics are as wise and 
■repetitive as ever. Laetitia Sadier's 
silky bilingual vocals (French and 
English) make Stereolab exotic. 
But, like Bjork, there's much more 
than novelty here. 
"Diagonals" is the perfect 
Stereolab track. A sweet, endless 
hip hop groove supports a pretty 
bass line that echoes the repetitive 
vocals. 
Over top goes the vibes and 
horns, which eventually give way 
to choppy James Brown guitars 
and moog keyboard noises from 
outer space. You'll nod you head 
emphatically. 
And don't be surprised when 
you listen to the French songs 
andyou think you hear them say 
"Bougoisie'.You never know. Pop 
as they may be, Setereolab is 
famous for waxing philosophical. 
Talk Show 
sA 
Talk Show is Stone Temple Pilots 
reborn as classic rock. Finally the 
DeDelio brothers are free from that 
cumbersome depresso-gunge rock 
star Weiland, and shed their 
alternative pretense to become a 
genuine cock rock band. 
This is not necessarily a good 
thing. At least Weiland tried to be 
meaningful. The new guy surren- 
ders to the guitar wankers in the 
band. Guitar World will be 
thankful, but those who like there 
rock with some feeling will come 
away emptyhanded. 
Where Stone Temple Pilots was 
guitar riffs with a demigod 
mumbling on top. Talk Show is 
just a plain old rock band. Imag- 
ine Led Zeppelin if Robert Plant 
played guitar (he would have to be 
less fancy, no hair twirling). 
The question of whether or not 
Talk Show brings the rock is 
overshadowed, at least somewhat, 
by the most boring, shallow lyrics 
ever heard. What's the point? Rock 
on, I guess. 
The Regrets 
New Directions... 
On "New Directions...", the Regrets 
took a genre of emotional rock and 
made it interesting. Instead of love 
songs, these Topeka Kansas kids 
belch out cynicism in the most 
charming way. 
The songs are strange. Tricky 
drum beats and bass Tines with the 
guitar merely filling in the space 
with happy funk strumming. 
The lyrics, which are mainly 
spoken (with attitude) or sung with 
a becoming drawl, are wonderfully 
ambiguous. Some are stolen from 
the world of fiction, the others seem 
quite personal to the band's singer. 
There is a lot of humor in the 
Regrets, but its not as fun as it is 
ironic. The vocalist takes the 
persona of his middle class 
midwestem roots and barks out 
images sporadically. The more you 
listen, the more it rocks and starts to 
make perfect sense. 
The loveable "I've got the tools" 
and "India Ink" are angstful 
anthems, featuring some intense 
yelping. 
Lyrics to go. 
The weeks beat lyrics, quite nstanlly go to Bjork. On the 
th back on Homogenic, she declares with brutal honesty, "I'd 
the highest mountain/ with • radio and good batteries/ play 
the worid a Joyous tune/ and save the human nee/" We all hope she 
Will she play her own song? 




1616 E. WOOSTER #1 
MEDIUM PLUS PIZZA & STIX 
one medium-one item pizza 
PLUS FREE BREADSTICKS 
OR 2 FREE COKES 
NOT VALID WITH ANY 
OTHER OFFER 
EXPIRES 1-6-98 




6 LARGE ONE ITEM 
PIZZAS 
Deep Dish $1.00 Extra 
NOT VALID WITH ANY 
OTHER OFFER 
EXPIRES   1-6-98 
one large-one item pizza 
PLUS FREE BREADSTICKS I 
OR 2 FREE COKES   | 
NOT VALI0 WITH ANY 
OTHER OFFER 
^T EXPIRES   1-6-96 
MEGA DEAL PLUS 
9.99 
one large pizza with 
up to 9 items plus 
FREE BREADSTICKS I 
deep dish Sl.OOeitra 
-^my double cheese extn 
^f EXPIRES 1-6-96 
WE ACCEPT COMPETITORS' 






THIS IS THE FINAL WEEK 
If you tried last week but 
were unable to get a 
sitting- call now! 
Any senior Graduating in 
Dec, May or August 
should attend. 
Don't be left out of 
your 1998 yearbook! 
The $6 sitting fee can be 
Bursared. Call the 
yearbook at 372-8086 
for more information. 
Call 1-800-969-1338 
to schedule your sitting. 
I      ! I 
page 10 The BG News Friday, September 26,1997 
What's On Tap 
in BG ? 











In and Out and the Edge 
Fostoria 
Meodowbrook 
Park : Sunday 
Stop the Violence, 
Start the Music! 
Blues band festival 
Jerome Library: 
Tuesday 
CD & Record Sale 
Clazel 






State Theater, Detroit 
(Tickets available) 
Counting Crows 
(with Dog's Eye View), 
October 23, 
Hill Auditorium 
(seats still available) 
Rolling Stones 
(with Third Eye Blind), 
December 2, 
Pontiac Silverdome 
(Tickets go on sale, 
Saturday, October 4.) 
Ray Davies 
(of the Kinks), 
Michigan Theater 
Saturday, November 8 
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CAMPUS EVENTS 
• • AlUnlion ■ • 
USG Sanalore 
Mandatory Retreat 
Sepl 27 at Noon to 4pm 
404 Student Services 
tor conflicts contact Tara or Chris 





Call 1 -800-969-1338 to schedule a siring 
Call the Yearbook ollice at 372-8066 
For more information 
3-Point Shot Tournament 
CASH PRIZES"! 
Wednesday. October 1.1997 
5-8pm 
FREE ENTRY' 
Matches will be 15 minutes in length 
No sign up-just show up! 
Sponsored by UAO 
Questions??? Call 372-7164 
Are your parents Parents of the Year 
Tell us why) In a one page essay write 
about 'A Memorable Gift that my Parents' 
CargiversGave me that I Cherish is... 
Essays are due. Friday. Sept. 26.1997 in 
330 Union. You can pick up guidelines in 
the UAO office 
Collegiate Council of the March of Dimes 
Learn what YOU can do to prevent birth 
detects! 
Informational Meeting, Tuesday, Sept. 30 
at 9 00pm in RM 1000 BA Touch some Lives' 
Evening in Paris 
Fn. Sept. 26 at the French House 
Enjoy fine French cuisine* Seating available 
6:30-9 30pm Only $5! For reservations 
call 2-2671 
Only 5 daya till Beyond BC KIckoH 





Carl Wolf Studios will be on campus this week 
taking senior portraits from 10am 6pm Any 
senior graduating in December. May. or Au- 
gust should schedule an appointment by call- 
ing 1-800-969-1338. Portraits are taken in 28 
West Hall (basement) and the $6 sitting Fee 
can be charged through the bursar. A sitting 
only takes 10-15 minutes, there is no commit- 
ment to by pictures, and your parents would 
love a picture of you i 
Hurry Session Ends sooniH 
Take part in 
Homecoming s Campus 
Adopl-A-Block protect on 
Wednesday. October i  1997 
Clean-up from 5pm to 6pm 
Volunteer Party 6pm- 7pm 
Free Pizza a Pop 
"BGSU.There'a no place like 
a CLEAN home!'!" 
All Campus Organizations are welcome" Musi 
sign up at UAO office at 330 Student Union by 
12 Noon. Tuesday. Sept 30,19971 
For more info call 372-2343 
Rock 8 Ron Hall of Fame Tnp 
Leave BG at 845am. Oct. 18.1997 
Si6 w transportation. S14 without 
Sign up beginning 9/15 in UAO office 
THE FREAK SHOW 
on WFAL 680 AM cable 20 
Saturday Midnight to 3am 
rocklalk comedy call-in 372-2418 
WANT TO BUIl D A HOME PAGE FOR YOUR 
ORGANIZATION' Come to the workshop on 
Tuesday. September 30 in the Alumni Room of 
Ihe Studei.t Union al 7 00pm The University's 
Webmaster. Deb McLaughlin will be on hand to 
help student organizations to get started in 
creating a webpage For more inlormation call 
3722843.  
WHAT'S THE BEST WAY TO GET STU- 
DENTS TO ATTEND YOUR PROGRAM? ARE 
YOU WISHING YOU COULD BE MORE 
CREATIVE IN ADVERTISING YOUR EVENTS 
ON CAMPUS' These questions will be an- 
swered at the "Creasve Programming Work- 
shop on Wednesday, October 8 at 7:00pm m 
the Alumni Room of Ihe University Unon For 
more inlormation call Student Life al 372-2843 
SERVICES OFFERED 
t CASH FOR COLLEGE* 
GRANTS 8  SCHOLARSHIPS  AVAILABLE 
FROM   PRIVATE   8    PUBLIC   SECTORS. 
GREAT   OPPORTUNITY.   CALL    NOW. 
1-600-532 5953 
Backpacking, canoeing, climbing & kayaking 
clinics, classes 8 mps. Black Swamp Outfit- 
ters. 140 S River Rd.. Waterwlle 
1419)878-3700 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS VERY 
LOW/MIN PHONE RATES JAPAN $49, 
TAIWAN 8 54. KOREA $59. INDIA $69, 
CHINA $89 OVER 230 COUNTRIES FREE 
INFO WRITE CARD. 792 ANDOVER RD. 
MANSFIELD. OH 44907  
Pregnant?? 
FREE Pregnancy Tests 
CONF IDE NTIAL and CARING 
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center  
SKYDIVE NOW" FALL SPECIAL 
JUST $100.00 PE R STUDE NT 
Visa/Mastercard accepted SKYDIVE BG 
Just 10 mm. from campus 352 5200 
Sludenl Promotion 
On campus 9v23 9-3pm on Educ. Bldg Steps. 
$l0rmo 60 free mirvmonth, Iree phone, free 
activation   1-800327-5169 Ask for Tadek or 
Mike . 
McAMPUSQUARTERsll 
IJ3 Billiards & Sports Bar       F3 across from Harshman) 
- Every Thursday 
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PERSONALS 
"AXO" "AXO" "AXO" 
HEY ALPHA CHI'S"' GRAB A 0ATE 
AND DON'T BE LATE TO THE 
ABNORMAL FORMAL THIS SATURDAY" 
HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE'" 
"AXO" "AXO" "AXO"  
"AXO" "AXO" "AXO" 
THE WOMEN OF ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
WOULD LIKE TO WISH OUR HOUSEBOY S 
CHRIS AND CHRIS AN AWESOME SEMES- 
TER"! 
WELOVEYOUGUYSIII 





Call 1 -800-969-1338 to schedule a siting 
Call the yearbook office at 372 8066 
For more information 
■Yearbook Stan- 
Applications for Greeks Editor are available in 
28 West Hall Deadline for applications is Sept. 
29. Any questions, please call Cindy or Vicky at 
3546324  
ml Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise' 6 
days $279> Includes meals, free pamesl Get a 
group • Go Free' Prices increase soon • Save 
$50' springbreaklravel com 1-600-678 6386 
111' Spnng Breek Cancun 8 Jamaica $379! 
Book Early - Savei Get a group - Go Freef 
Panama City $129' South Beach (Bars Close 
5am)   $1291   spnngbreaktravei.com 
1-800-678-6386  
ALPHA PHI'ALPHA PHI 
Jennifer Weasel 
Thanks tor making your 
dream our reality. 
We love youi AOE 
The sisters of Alpha Phi 
ALPHA SIG • KKG ■ ALPHA SIG ■ KKG 
Here's to EXCELLENCEin all aspects Good 
luck in Greek Olympiad. 
Love Lauren. Wendy. Kelly. Laura 
ALPHA SIG • KKG ■ ALPHA SIG ■ KKG 
AOIIAOIIAOII 
Hey AOil'a here's a newsflash: 
Eddie  Murphy,  Rosie  O'Donnei   and Jerry 
Semfieid were all spotted puttering around lie 




ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS" 
How 10 Succeed Inside the Bellway- 
SUCCESSFUL BG Alum to Speak: 
"From BG to DC: 
Making It in Business 6 Government m 
Our NaDon's Capital" 
Wed.-Oct 1800 PM 110BA 
Free and Open to All (2-2451) 
BG WOMEN SLACROSSE' 
Hey all you ladies interested in 
piaying club lacrosse' Meet 
me in the BA room 103 at 
9:i5pm Tuesday Night' 
I hope lo see you there!"! 
Questions? Call Christie & 
373 6001 
BG WOMEN'S LACROSSE! 
BGWOMENS LACROSSE' 
Interested in joining the BGSU 
girls dub lacrosse team?' 
Comejomi Noeapenencelii 
Call Christie© 373 6001 
'    Moredetailscomingsoon' 
BG WOMENS LACROSSE' 
Chi Omega's 
Get ready to bond and have a great time with 
your sisters' Who will be hypnotized? See you 
Sunday at the Chapter Retrealt 
Deliveries 
A David Fisher Film 
Wants You 
If you are interested in helping on our Motion 
Picture meetings will be held at 12 00pm and 
5:00pm Sat. Sepl. 271h in RM 300 University 
Hall. Open Auditions, Sat. Oct. 4th starting at 
12pm. For more into can 354-9690 
Free 1-800/886 toll tree number setup wlong 
distance service. Flat rate 9.9 cents/minute. 
Call 888-333-6353 ID* DH22027.  
GPHI BGPHI BGPHIB 
Gamma Pin's are on the HUNT) 




YOUR FAVORITE FANS 
GOOOLUCK 
WOMENS TENNIS TEAM 
@ BG INVITE 
HEY 1998 MGCA STAFF!!! 
Gel Excited for the Retreat Tomorrow"! 
Nothing Great Was Ever Achieved 
Without Enthusiasm' 
1998 MGCA STAFF!!! 
Hey ALPHA PHIS- 
Got your flashlights ready? 
GET EXCITED! 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: CO REC 4 
PLAYER VOLLEYBALL - SEPT 29. W J CO 
REC FUG FOOTBALL - SEPT. 30. M FUG 
FOOTBALL • OCT I; INDEPENDENT 8 
FRATERNITY ICE HOCKEY ■ OCT. 7. PICK 
UP ENTRY FORMS IN 130 PERRY FIELD 
HOUSE.  
KA•KKG•KA■KKG•KA•KKG 
Gel pumped to swing into victory at Greek 
Olympiad! 
Love Kappa Coaches. Amy. Stacy 6 Robyn 
KA'KKG'KA'KKG■KA•KKG 
KD - Congratulates - KD 
The sisters ol Kappa Delta would like to con- 
gratulate Heather Beck on her engagement to 
KyleCoughlmi 
KKG ' GREEK OLYMPIAD ' KKG - GREEK 
OLYPIAO 
GOOO LUCK to our K SlgieanV 
Love, your coaches- Kale, Amy. Courtney and 
Jenny 
KKG • GREEK OLYMPIAD ■ KKG ■ GREEK 
OLYPIAD 
KKG • SAE • KKG • SAE • KKG • SAE 
Hey SAE's Get ready lor Sunday because we'- 
re gonna Rock the Coursei 
Love. Beth. Lindsay, Janell. Con 
KKG • SAE • KKG • SAE ■ KKG ■ SAE 
KKG • SIG EP • KKG ' SIG EP ' KKG 
Hey Team Greek Oiypiad. 
Get the wheels of the Greek Olympiad cart 
SPINNING' And let the games begin' 
Love Kristy, Jessica, Kelly. Carrie 
KKG ' SIG EP • KKG • SIG EP ' KKG 
Mr. Bojangtes available tor teas 6 parties 
1/2 price what your paying now. 
352-9780. 
Rock 6 Roll Hall of Fame Tnp 
Leave BG at 8:45am. Oct. 18.1997 
$16 W transportation. $14 without 




Carl Wolf studos wili be on campus this week 
taking senior portraits from 10am 6pm Any- 
senior graduating in Dec . May. or Aug. should 
schedule an appointment by calling 
1-800-969-1338 Portraits are taken in 28 West 
hall (b-. -t mem) and the $6 sitting lee can be 
charged through the bursar A sitting only takes 
10-15 minutes, there is no commitment to Buy 
pictures, and your parents would love a picture 
of you' 
Hurry - session ends soon! 
TURNING POINTS 
An informal discussion group 
About eating disorders, weight issues 
and normal eating 
Beginning Tues, Oct 21 
Meets 1 00-2 30pm 
Toiegisler call 372 2081 
Co-soon sored by Counseling Center 
6 Student Health Service 
Wanted: College students interested in food, 
fun, fitness and facts to attend eight week nutri- 
tion, health 8 fitness program. Wed afternoons 
starting Oct 1. Call 372-9355 'or more informa- 
tion! TAKE A BITE AND ON THE MOVE FOR 
HEALTH AND JOY 
Women's Wellness Group 
Meeting Weekly 
Buid Self -Esteem 
Become more Assertive 
Reduce Stress 
Strengthen Relationships 
Promote a Balanced Life 
Call 372-9355 
Center for Wellness & Prevention 
xo • xo • xo • xo • xo • xo • xo 
Congratulations Seniors on a successful pre 
CheeOunveiling. We love youll 
xo-xo-xo'xo-xo-xo-xo 
WANTED 
2-3 sublease's needed immediately for 2 bed- 
room aptReasonabk»^entCall353_33l5^ 
Are your parents Parents of the Year 
Tell us why I In a one page essay write 
about *A Memorable Gift that my parents/ 
Caregivers gave me that I Cherish is ..' 
Essays are due Friday. Sepl 26.1997 in 
the UAO off ice 
Senior Challenge Is coming 




Howard's Club H 
SJnn  Cit  ll.O-lfl n*r* Mo -Sal 12-2:30 am 
Sun 5-2:30 am 352-9951 
Fri. & Sat. 
Sugar Buzz 
, Tickets Available for Rick Derringer 
ls\s\ */\r^ 
Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinball 
Senior hockey leagues taming in Findlay (15 
mm. S ol BG) 1 1/2 hr aames. 3 leaaues be- 
ginning, intermediate & advanced. Contact 
Gary <25 2028 for registration form due Oct. i 
Subleaser needed for 2 bdrm. apt Jan. • Aug. 
1996 On sue laundry A pool Cats allowed 
I375/mo. Deposit negotiable. Call 352 9917 
Subleaser needed immediately 2 br. Apt. E 
Meery $175/mo. Call 372-6254 
HELP WANTED 
MTASTE-TEST1NG GUM. research company 
seeking gum taste teste's  Earn SKVsample. 
SlOOOmavweek. Send S.A.S.E. to: 3010 WI 
shire Blvd., Su.te 1439. LA. CA 90010. Include 
Rat>,renc« Number 3077  
HOOO'e POSSIBLE TYPINGPart Dm* At 
Home. Toll Free (1) 800-218-9000 Ext. T-2076 
lor listings  
-Yearbook Siaff- 
AppJicaioni tor Greeks Editor are available in 
28 West Hall. Deadline for applications is Sepl 
29. Any questions, pleas call Cindy or Vicky al 
354 6324  
Accepting Applications Dietary'Prep cook 
part-time. 3rd shift, apply at The Heritage Inn. 
1069KIOI?Rd M-F.9-4  
BGSU Theatre Dept. is seeking two work-study 
qualified students to work in the theatre scene 
shop Applications should have basic carpentry 
skills, be self-motivated, and demonstrate 
leadership skills For interview please contact 
BnanRatlilfal 372 8081.  
Dancers - Now hiring for the 
11 Gentlemen's Club in Toledo. 
Travel ft magazine modeling available 
 De|aVu4i9 531-0079 
Dietary Opening   2nd shift 3-11pm   Apply at 
the Hemage Inn  tn69K'0gna M-K.9-4 
For Something Special for preschool or 
school agers 3-5 days per week afternoons 
from 2-6pm 878-4190 or 878-0911 
Help wanted bartenders, waitresses, p-zza 
makers ft pm chasers Varsity Lanes PM 
Shifts. 1033 S. Mam 352-5247 Apply within or 
ask tor Jay 
Intern Chnstan Youth Coordinator 20hrs/wk 
$7 50 per hour. Contact FPC: 120 S. Park 
Fremont, OH 43420. 
Mr Spots is now hiring. 15-20 hrs/wk sand- 
wich prep. Apply in person Mon-Fn from 2-7 
Pan time dishwashers ft wait staff ft cook 
wanted 1-2 lunches a week ft i or 2 nights a 
week Apply BG Country Club 352-3100 
Pan-time help. 4 hour shift Morning and after- 
noons. Local lire store. Some lifting required 
Fax resume to 353-1717 or deliver to 17746 N 
Due Hwy. Bowting Green 
Part-lime Student Employment 
Are you looking for part-time employment of 15 
hours plus per week within walking distance to 
BGSU campus? Interested in working various 
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, etc7 
Rate of pay is (5 15 per hour. Apply in person 
between the hours of 9am-5pm, Mon-Fn at 
Advanced Specialty Products. Inc. 428 Ckough 
Si BG 43402  
Pizza   Hul  now   accepting   applications   for 
cooks, chef managers, delivery drivers 
'Flexible Hours 
'Medical Available 
'10 mm ftomBG 
'Competitive Wages 
Apply at 1131 Louisiana Dr. Perrysburg  Call 
874-7935  
Restaurant positions available at the Branoy- 
wme Country Club in Maumee. 20 minutes or 
less in travel time. Part time and full time lor all 
positions We will gladly work around school 
schedules. Can (419) 865-2393 and ask lor 
Dan or Phyllis. If you like to play golf, this is Ihe 
perfect place lo work  
Sitter needed for 10 yr old girl   1-2 evenings 
perweek. Holland area Call 861-4627. 
References Please. 
Spring Break '98 ■ Cancun From $389 
Reps wanted I Sell 15 and go free < 
15 Free Meals, Lowest Prices Guaranteed' 
1-800-446-8355" www suntxeaks com 
SPRING BREAK' Earn FREE Travel. Highes: 
Commissions. Jamaica. Cancun. Bahamas. 
Barbados. Panama City. Daytona. Puerto 
R<co. Padre ft morel FREE Parlies, Drinks and 
Eats FREE Info Packet SunSpiash Tours 
1-800426-7710  
Student * car for outside yardwork 
686 4527 
UPS is looking for part-time package handlers 
to work ihe preload shift (M-F 4am to 8.30am) 
at our Fmdiay facility.Part- time employees earn 
$8 00 hour and receive full benefits: including 
paid holidays.after 30 working days. Promo- 
tional opportunities include part-time supervi- 
sor positions, who are eligible for tuition reim- 
bursement. Interested7" Call Fmdiay UPS al 
419 424 9494 to set up a interview. 
*tf ?i* 
f 
I id North Mam   BowUoiGfWfl 
Wait staff positions avail, at Historic Banquet 
Facility Musi be energenic. sell motivated md.. 
who enjoys working w/ people. Please call 
Pamal(4l9) 832 2900 
Wanted 100 students. Lose8-t00lbs. New Me- 
tabolism   breakthrough.   Dr.    recommended 
guaranteed. $30 cost Free gift. 
1 800-858-0916 
FOR SALE 
18"   Specialized   Stumpjumper  w/carborvti 
FSX.   All   LX,   new   wheels,   extras    $575 
3533082 
Computer Cart. 30" t 70" TaWe/Desk, and 
Two Drawer File Cabinet Call 352-7585 
Dot Maim Pnnter- Works great, looks great, 
prints great' Just like NE W" $25.00 Interested? 
Call 373 6001 
Free lo a good home 10 mo. lemaie dog Bea- 
gle mix. 30 lbs , all shots, spayed. Very friend 
ly Good with kids 352-3131 
GOVT FORECLOSED homes from pennies 
on $i. Delinquent Tax, Repo.'s. REO's. Your 
Area. Toll Free (1) 800 218-9000 Ext H-2076 
lor current listings  
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches. Cadil- 
laca, Chevys. BMW's. Corvettes. Also Jeeps. 4 
WD's Your area. Toll Free 1 8002180000 
Ext A-2076 'or current listings.  
Tom Mather 
Tom Mather's first book 
The Cheeseburger Philosophy 
■s now available at SBX. 
Bee Gee, and University 
bookstores for $500 
LIMITED SUPPLY 
'86 Nissan  Sentra. 120K mi. Great on gas. 
auto, $1200 OBO 353 6047 
FOR RENT 
1 bdrm large furn. apt. all util. md. except elec- 
tric lights. 352-7454 
1  bdrm.  unfurnished   i34  1/2 W.  Poe Rd 
Stove ft retndg provided. 
John Newlove Real Estate 354 2260. 
2 bdrm. apt. avail, immediately. Furnished or 
unVmshed AlluM mclud CaH 352-1520. 
2 bdrm. furnished 831 7th St Apt 4. $300 and 
up Avail. Now Laundry within bmldmg. 
John Newlove Real Estate 354 2260 
2 bdrm. furnished 849 Napolean Rd. Apt 25 
$300 and up Avail. Now. Laundry withm build- 
ing John Newlove Real Estate 354-2260 
2 bedroom 2 bath apartments for rent. Call 
Wmthrop Terrace 'or deia-ls 352-9135. 
2 bedroom - Furnished/Unfurnished 
1 bedroom • Unfurnished 
Highland Mgl. 354-6036 
317 N. Summit-Available immediately. Large 4 
BR. 2 bath house w basement Must have 
mm. ol 4 unrelated people. Rent collected 
quarterly. Sec dep. ft parent guarantee Ten 
ants pay all uM. Mm. 12 mo. tease only Local 
Owners Can 354 2854  
Subleaser needed @ Summit Terrace apts. 1 
bdrm, A/C. carpeted, transportation to and 
from campus. Laundry facilities, and living 
rm(urn avail @ a 1 time add cost. Call Sean 
@ 352 6408  
Subleaser  needed  ASAP    516  E    Merry   2 
B(V2 Bath $204/mo A utilities, cable ft phone 
Call Dernck A Lynn @ 352-2281 for into. 
^m   ■ Super Coupon-1   ™   % 
Open 4 p.m. weekdays < 
Lunch weekends 
COUPON GOOD THRU 10715/97 










V-   -3^2-5L6l 
for Elderly, Hjndicuppcd Persons, & Children 4-13 w/Adull 
Transit ID Card Required' 
•A.jil.ihk ^lGr-ni\ Adi?iirmtr.,i«.f .Olh.c    1544(303 
T 
Discount TAXI Ttckets Available Please Call W-62<>:> Tor Information. 
» 
Children Ride Free' 
'4 Years or Younger, or Under 40 Pounds, with an Adult 
CliidrrnMu.1 Rule in Child. Rc^lmnl S.-ai. Provided 
V 
Van w/1 ill Available Wheelchair Access & Group Sealing 
Hours: 6:00 a.m. - Midnight 
Monday - Saturday 
StfVIM Are* Bo*liny <iic> 
PVate lei diivei krviw him 
irun) f*ru>n\i*ill 
be tiding B.C. Taxi- 
352-0796 
% tan tee n firunwed in pan Irnm 
noperalmi; assume L'fant from 
0D0T4KTA 
I B(j TJ»I informahon H 
jv.ul.iti|t in \jtfc print 
md JIMIIII upr formal 
uponreque\l 
<    -ill   I   IMMII    liclor.- 
4 ! 
